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Roswell Daily Record
“Harassed Rancher Who Located
rry He Told About

It”

~dfdSS&?dt’lCh

Who

LOCdted

‘Saucer’ Sorry Hs Told About It
W. W. Brazel. 40. Lincoln
county
rRncher
ljvjng
30 miles south, cast
of Corona.
today told his story of
flndlng
what
the army
at first
described
as B flying
disk.
but
the publicity
which
attended
hls
find caused
hlm to add that if he
ever found
anything
else short
of
R bomb
he sure wasn’t
going
to
SPY anythIng
ahut
it.
, Braze-1
was brought
here
late
‘yesterday
by W. E. Whitmore.
of
radio statlon
KGF’L.
had his pitture taken
and gave an Interview
; to the Record.and
Jason Kellahin.
‘sent
here
from
the Albuquerque
‘bureau
of the ~Assoclated
Press to
txver
the story.
The
pjcture
he
Imcd
for was sent lout
over AP
telephoto
wjre
kendlng
mnchjne
s~~clall~
set up In the
Record
office
by R. B. AdaIr.
AP wire
chief sent here from Albuquerque
for the sole purpose
01 gettlng
out
his g’cture
and
that
of sheriff
Gco ge Wilcox.
to whom
Bra&
orIginally
gave the4nformation
of
hLr Ilnd.
Braze1 related
that on June
14
be and an g-year
old son. Vernon
were about
7 or 8 miles from the
ranch
house
of the J. B. Foster
ranch,
which
he operates,
when

they came upon
a large
area of
bright
wreckage
made UP on rubber strips.
tinfoil.
a rather
tough
pwer
and sticks.
At the time
Brazel
was in a
to get his round
made and
not pay much at~mntior?
to
ut he did remark
about wllat
ad seen and on July 4 he. his
wife. Vernon
and ia daughter
Betty. age 14. went back to the spot
and gathered
up ~u1l.e a bit of the
debris.
The
next
day
he first
heard
about
the. Ilylng
dblcs.
and
he
wondered
If what
he had found
might
be the. remnants
of one
of these.
Monday
he came to town to sell
.some wool and whjie here ne went
to see sheriff
George
Wilcox
and
“whispered
kind
a confidential
like”
that he might
have found
a
flying
dlsg.
Wilcox
got In touch
with
the
R&s&i1
Army
Air Field and MaJ.
Jesse-A.
Matcel and a man In
plain
clot&s
gccompanled
him
home,
where
they plcked
UP the
rest of the pieces
of the “disk”
and went to hl.S home
to try to
reconstruct:
It.
According
to Braze1 they simply

could
not reconstruct
it at ‘all.
They tried lo make a kiteout
of It.
but could
not do that
and could
not find any way to put It back
together
so that It would
fit.
Then
Major
Marcel’,
btought
it
to Rosweil
and that wti
the last,
he -heard
of’ it Untjl
he story
broke that he had foun cl a flying
disk.
Braze1 said that he djd not see
It fall Irom the sky and did not
see It before
It was tom
up. so
hc did not know the sj& or shape
it might have been. but he thouKht
It might
have been’about
as large
i% a table top. The balloon
which
held it up. If that
,wss how
It
worked.
must have been about .12
reet long.
he reit. merisunng.
me.
distance
by the size of the room
in whjch
he sat. The rubber
wz%s
j smoky gray jn color a@ scattered
.
.
over *n *re* about
mu yam.5 m

have weighed
maybe
five pounds
Theie
was no .dgn of any meta
in the area, which
might
have
been used for an englne
and nc
sign of any propellers
of any kind
although
at least
one Paper
fir
had been glued onto some of th1
tintoll.
There were no words to be fount
anywhere
on the !nst~ment.
aI,
though
tnere’were
letters on soml
01 the parts.’ Considerable
scotcl
tame and some tape with
flower
printed
upon It had been used Ii
the constru@lon.
NO. strings
or wire were to b
found
but there
were some eye
lets In the paper
t0 Indicate
tha
some sort of attachment
may hay<
oeen useo.
Braze1
said that
he had
pre
v10Usly found
tU’0 weather
Ohser
vatIon.
balloons
on the ranch.
bu
. AL Lma6 WEAL
1x7 ,__...A
LUULIU .I.‘”
“ua I/-^
*uuc _I/.
uu
not In any way resemble
elthe
diameter:
When
the .debrls
was :gsthemd
of these.
“I am .sure what
I &Id’
wa
UP
the tlnfoll.
paper.
tape.
and
sticks made a bundle
abbut
three
not
any,
weather
obse!%%tjo
feet long’and
T-or 3 Inches
thick.
balloon.”
he said. “But
If I fjn’
while
the
rubber
made
ia
bundle
anythlng
else,besjde-s
a
bomb
the Yl
..
~~~ ..-a_ s.^.,^ ^ %.....A +,....
BOout 18, or 20 jncnes
long
ana are goinw
~hl oave
a AUUU ~-e~
about
8 Inches
thick.
In all. he getting
me to SaY anYthIng
about
estimated,
the
entlre
mt would
It.”
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Letter
Lt Co1 Edward A. Doty to Mr David
Bushnell
March 3, 1959

Hr.
David
Duahnall
XDMI
Air Force Ylsrllc hrdlopnent Center
Hollonsn Air Force Barn, NewXexloo

Dear Hr. Du8hnellr
It has taken ae much too long in ansvering pour inqul.des of
POttober19~butIhope
t&la lnformtlourlllbe
of somerrlw to
youinpreparingrh~torp~biUoonopsnti~s~tHollola~n.
Ihaakn
also for the thrm Npclrta which you sent w.
Alwering yotu epoolfio Qwat.louD, lq mom ta Holloun tu 20
JannauglPU3. I nqm!Md in about1 ?ebray lpi&. I tititaly
jolwd the Qaoeonla and AtsPopbel-lc RQje0t.a Ssoaxl and remalwd
in tillr rumhelc
argMls4tlon througblta Tarlous nmm changes for
4 ezltlre tour at Rdlloun.
I attended
the JuwarylP50
TryndaU ti ?orw Barn, lbrlda
to Ro.llamn by l.5 nay.

(Uea at the Air Trtical
School,
for slrtesn (16) weeks and rsdmed

On 31 J1Q1950 I M uofoned QAef, Oqhyaical Remarcb Unit,
(mloon)Qeotrallo~
udAtaoapharl0 Etlach,TechnleilGpaNtl~
Saotloa, O&Pon Special Order0 Ro. lS2, par 2&. 'Ihls, I bellen, vaa
the flmt ballom orgadselan.
On 29 Iby 199, S.O. No. Ill, par 8
Ndaalgwted m without ahangs of ualgnmnt mecblef, B.allooo
AtaJaplla.lo Illit., Qcotrmlea and A~erlO
Bru?ckj Dawlqneat ad
Tort srotion B&m DhotoNtr,
hatldoll 0peNtioar.
mm lfl S.C.
No. pa, 13 lporabrr 1351, par ll, I M chief, BJllooasoade subualt,Kleotlvnlos
md Ataoapbsrio unit, Dewllop!MntuKl T-eat Sectim,
Vperatlow.
I nr never the RollBaee We&tier Offlccr.
Lt Colonel Ww
wan rerlgnecl aa Base ireathsr Offloor md 18 head of the FM organis*
tlon l 8 a duiL asolgrmeat for a while.
There ~a8 a continuity of orgonisatlon from the earliest baLloa3
act1ritlee up to the prewnt.
'Ibe nam chaged
but the grow
aadA
lb* radurewuoh
antititles,
the Aamrobee
roaketatrprpbario
Eklgatlaaa
and the balloon activities were spousarod 0riglnalQ

ELIWARD A. DorI

Ltcolonel,

USAF

Letter
Brig Gen E. O’Donnell to
Commanding General, USAAF
Subj: Change in Classification of
MOGUL, Item 188-5
July 8, 1946

Included in
Weaver Attachment 19

Report
Maurice Ewing for General Carl
Spaatz
“Long Range Sound Transmission in
the Atmosphere”
n.d.

I

1.

provau that them 1s P ccunz channel In the ocean with its
1~1x1sat a tienth
a:‘ rboit
40G0 feet.
r7onflrlr:.ni'
n r,red:etlon
mde by t@ aritor,
a fo;r
oound bcsb fired at ‘thl~s depth
baa been beard st a dlstnace
of 2SXl Inlies,
using a hy2rophon.s
at the same depth as a recelser.
'Ihis ran&e enorm~usiy
exceeds anythin,before noh:ered,
and IS possible
prinmrily
beca~~as the oo::rco nod tze rocelve?
are placed
at the most
advanta&eous depth.
Ths slCnal sirehgtb
indicates
that
far &water
ran,+as cm be sbtslned
althmt.
chon~s of eq:~lnment.
At a typlzal
place
sound at tb surface is 5001
st a deptb o: 4000 feet,
ah.3
at s depth of 16,200 feat.
a sound channel with Its axle

:n the ocesn, the speed of
Pt/sec.
It decresses to 4&W ft/sec
then lncreaaee
to 5065 R/se0
This sltuatlon
lsdescrlbed
as
nt 4000 feet. because all sound
rsys arc deflected
Jownmrd et polnts
above
the axis sod award
PC, oolnto below St.
Cstailed
ca7mIatlon
of the be.Alng of
tho ray oaths due to oressure sod tmperature
shows that all
ra s leavlw
a sound source on the axis ln dlrectlons
within
am refraoto.-l
back and forth aaross the
14 of the noyirontol
axis and oao travel
unllsited
distances
rlthout
contact with'
l xrf8c.
or bottom, hence the loag mnges.
A timllar
c8lcu~4tlon
for I aouad source near Uia~sarfacs
shows. that ail rays muat
be reflected
at sur%ce aod bottom smng tlmos in the course
of A iso bmdrwb alica , brnas the llmlted
mugs of detection
or ordlna~
ehallo~ sxploslons,
and the oc0urenc6 of skip
distance*.
FIXI rounCI Pron sn ex~loslon
at the axis ot ths .aouul
~ha~sl
has a duntlon
of about 12 seaonds per thovsund miles
of travel,
rmd an unmlrtakable
pattern
of a grspual
building
up to ~xlarm
latenslty
with P vary sharp out-off.
'nils
bJt
feature
is of great lmportanaa
beoause it psnslts
aocurate
tFl8njulatlO~
with l Mtwork
of
tiiree liatenlng
stations,
the rata of trnsmlarion
bslng
about one nlilo per reoond.
(Refemnoe

1)

,. .

1344. It ocaurred to ae that there
sound channel in the atmosphere with the axis
at a height of ebcnat 45,000 feet, rnA~thnt.
with eource and
recsivor
olaced et this height.
we might exceed the accepted
In other worda,
mnjes
.a enorm~aly
.S re had In the ocean.
It mitht
be ccssible
to detect
sound half r.y aro*lnd the vorld.
Is c alzllnr

P hur-led
that,~
c to

for

In

'aptenber,

'Phe fundazentml
data on this subject
PS revanled~durlnp<
search of the literature
(mostly
orior
to X3@), &how
P tv~icsl
large
ex~loalon, there 16 Pcdibllity
from

25 milas an5 fros 90 to 125 miles, with Y zone of silence
from 25 to 20 a:1ea.
The accepted ex31anntlon of the total

c011ect10n of these data is that the qeed of so!rnd dazroa3cs
fro-~ about log0 ftqsec at the ZurfPca to about 970 ft/sec
nt
about 45,000 feet,
ad thn lqcreases to sbo:it 1155 ft/sec

at abo~lt 130,mcl ,'oet.

(Reference 2)

Thus there Is a sstln:! channel In the atnosdmre
wit-n its axis at P !x?;gr,t
0: akoxt 45,OCO feet,
w.d if hoth
sounc! SOII~CC and ~ocsi~cr are losated a: tb:s he&%,
ve

say oxp?ct extr:ord:aar-j
mzge3 snd all the other uzef21
nhcno?e;m rhlch
have
been
foun:
in the, so-2nd chanael
in
the oce~1.
This means trat the sl&nnls will
have tiahly
charbcterlotlc
1dent:fylng
fentare?
an3 that they r:ll
garmlt
sccurrtta
trlnn~ulatlon.

atwspharla

The .maxlmumrPn6e for son10 oignallln&
sound channel,wlll

depend

primarily

in the
on the

obsorptlon coelflcient,
which is kbe rate at which the
woustieel
energy fa oonvertod,lnto
heat~br frlatlonal
losses.
Pollowing Rayleigh (Reference 3, p. 316), It mb~pbe calculated
that.the distance at *Iah 6ound of~frequency 50 cpclcs per
second would tm reduced ln lnteo8lty
by the Zaator
7.5 by
the &feat of frlatlon
elonb is about 24,000 miles at sea level.
l nd about 4500 miles at 45.ooo feet.
AB these distances
are ~lnversely proportloaal
to the equare of the frequency,
they wuld he one hundred tllees greater for sounds of frequency
5 ofelell
per edcoad,
wbioh
here
oftec
been
observed when
large e%pl~alonB
were studied.

It, 1s iapossl>le
to !wke
real17
detailed
calculPttons
OS the mar:a?um
ran&e
without
better
info~intloc
about
ttn~ereture
and sound
velocity
in 1ocntions
from 45,000
to 90,000
feet,
for
It IS there
that
the greatest
frlctlonal
losee:
~111 OCC'UY.
f?orever,
J t :F safe
tc nreelct
that
6 bomb containlr,:
P few
?011nds of TYT CAD he head from 4000 to 5000 mll.ts.
The
chance
that
lt could
be heard
to the f'prthoat
po:n',
on earth
ir worth
sonslderatlon.

St

P large
rocket
or Jet propulsc~nd
cha~sl
rrorild
aleo
be detectable
by llzter.ly
at ~ccernl
thoaannd
miles,
and
SubJsct
tc location
by trlon<zlation
if' hear?
bj three
SUltably
chosen
sto t lone.
In time of war ZhlS
trlan~ulation
co*uld
locate
the lsunchl~~;
sites
of thz cntap,
and lh peace
time
it is conceivsble
that z:tatly
ctortn
Ilsten:n<
et6t:ons
could
monitor
the ent1z-e
world
to detect
hn5 locate
*ny
pz-op;;ls:on
oxperlnente,
tt!ue
clnimlzlng
unusual
rocket
or ;et
the danger
or‘ surcrise
n',tacks
;:tk
socx't
weapons.

aior, motor

is

ny

pacsln~

btllef

tlxat

the 3x1~ of the

The
most promlslng
types
ol’ listmint:
etotldn
to my prosent knowledge mould~make use either

accoriil~

of
the higher
mounttins
of the narld
or of free
balloons
to
e’s
ndequato
height.
It lo u&nom
at prmecnt
by how far
the recelvtr
ma, be removed
Srom the prt~ermd
hel,htHwwi~w$
prohibitive
sacrifice
of sound chnnnel
procertles.
1x1 the aubaarlne sound channel
we heve bad fair1~
good
recoptlon
rlth
the hyddrophons
at 2OGO feet
when tire axle
of
the chan.utl ..s
at 4000 feet.
Hence, it 1s not beyond
reason
that
the tallor
mountalnr
ml_nht wovlde
wfflcltnt
nltitud6
Of thOmIelVO6.
sOaXIS
station

wmdlly

iOr

9~11
StrEtcEpherO
tl'UlEmi66iOn
Of

elther

available

balloons,
provided
rlth
radio
sound
h,,"1666
to , rOCOlViUg
fixed or' mobile,
prohbly
provide
the moat
llstenl.ne
ErrE?I&jwnt.

,

a) Canvac txblis!;eb
literut!:rs
t-or ouclz Turtl:cr
:nforoat1on
as can !-.f glezr.crt fr0r: sound fmnsmlss ion tetvean
source and receiver
at tha earth’s
surface about vUri+tioil
of socn~ valoclt~
6x3 EOUX! absarntion
ritb
altitule.
AlSO carwas meteorological
lltsratur~
for better
in:or1st:on
atext the StDtorpbern.
b)

ksoL&n

en

oif:car

1.c

search

ccnf?den'lal

s1;blcstr
publicat?ons
on ~0tic.d r~.ngiry ~n2 other mlatad
C2!* rslerazt
informtion.
Tkls officer
zhosld ulso co!lect
data on so-In< PK;,ir.< ec.::l~@!er!t and zcrsonr:al
in c:-.c ,?r'mg
nhich cc:;l;: -CC iircwnT,lod fcr. ; ?Xlkexl?y
test.
c) Yoke a ~ro;lmin~ry
ae:-~~~:mmcnt using about
thmo rcuo9 rs~lrg
un:ts on g~romd as mcalvcrr,
and bombs
dropped cr rockekE f:red ur:ua?: from o high flyIq
Asnc,
ST u?ti-aircraft
s~sl !s 5e3t. II+ ‘:-ig!l a: pusviblc
a:: lo-rcos.
TMe will
zot he tr2e ecrr2 Chp.Olt?l trcnc;;:csicr,,
.ix;t xtt-.cr
a retlneaent
OF tic data ccllactod
from oudlblllIq
cf large
XXplO~lC~S.
9y 7ro3e)r intergrstntlcn
of roccrfc
~Crnz bo~.Ls
exploded at lntarvals
or a fes mllos out to 400 or 500 ~rllas,
aI? of the bfm1e lnfor-ratlcn
7111 ho aadc evellabls.
Ep I1SC
of tschnlqnaa
which i here us.35 for years on soccd trozsaisslon
thPoUgh ground arad tkrOu&h
wafer,
it le poscible
to calculate
the path loilow3
Fy PCC~ sc:rC rsy, to Plnd Its h.ixhgst
m?cnpt :r.to t~:e’stretoanbem.
“nd to deterdns
the soefficient
of aonnA nbsorptlon.
d) A study
of oxlsting
pnbllwilons
sha;ld bs~mnde
fhs s&d
aroductlon
of typical
rocket and
~Jet yo?sulslon
uaito
in orZar
to have data e!iOilt the intonsitp
end the fmouency
Sliiatrlbr~tLon~of
theoe wurcsA
for ultimate
estlmater
OC sound ohmmnl r=ange.
to dctemlnc

If theSs claWi do not exist,
cxperhenta
be *de to xv&we them, for' tboy would certainly
usa 1n other comeot;ons.

should
bo of

0) An oat&i&
or the back,gwnd nolee to he
l xpeetod at the axis of the so::nd channel mhould be -de.
In 4 oplnlori,
the prlnol?al
contrlhutors
po’aalbly high-flying
normal air trsfflc,

aatl-aircraft
type artillerp
tire.
Of infonaatlon
could be oollocted
oxprl~ont~atlon.

will

he meteors,

ll@tning,
and
A considerable .hody
on this mbject ritbmt

7
Report
HQ Fitzwilliam Fwd
“Sonic Balloon Test, Kwaj alein”
May 17, 1948

HEABQUARTEFtS
FITZRILLIAM FORWARD
c/o Commander, Task Croup 7.2
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco,
Calif.

SONIC BALLOONTEST. KWAJALEXN
Inclosure

C to FITZX’ILLIAM FORWARDReport

The 7latson Iahoratories
of Air Materiel
Ccnnmnndarranged for one (1)
of its sonic balloon teams to participate
in the FITZYiILLIAM project as a
mobile team to operate in the Central Pacific,
at KVAJALEIN, GUAMand HICKAM
FIED, HA;yAII, in that order, changing location for each of the three (3)
explosions.
/

The purpose of this exploratory
test was as follows:
first,
to determine if an atomic explosion’s
compressional waves are generated in the sound
channel existing
between 50,000 and 70,000 feet (such waves would conceivably
travel unimpeded for long distances in this channel without touching the
earth’ s surface) ; second, to determine whether a sound pick-up unit suspended
from a fleeting
balloon could detect compressional waves (possibly
undetected
by similar
sound units at the earth’s surface) by virtce
of the decreased
background noise in the high-level
sound channel.

/
1

Balloons were mcde of high grade plastic,
were of tear-drop shape, and
were twenty-five
(25) feet at their largest sea-level
diameter.
The sonic
unit wss a combination microphone-transmitter
which was suspended from the
balloon and picked up sound waves, transmitting
them to a ground directional
antenna connected to a radiosonde receiver
(standard SCR 658 air weather
radio recol.ver) . The transmitted
sound Impulses were recorded on two (2)
Esterline-Angus
recorders.

/

/. dribble
constructed
of a five (5) gallon tin incorporating
a metered
jet to allow a predetermined spillage
rate of high grade kerosene-ethyleneglycol mixture was attached to the balloon.
This was designed to counteract
the helium gas seepage thru the surface -ores of the plastic
balloon.
This
metered loss of ballast
and controlled
the rising rate of the balloon at 500
to 600 feet a minute.
Ground sonic equipment consisted of V7orld r:ar II sound ranging devices
utilized
to pick up sound waves from an explosion traveling
along the earth’s
curface.
A radio receiver was used to obtain
signals from the ENIXETOK radio station.

I
I

explosion

time notification

The balloon launching site had to have a down-wind clearance
1000 feet to lay out the 100 feet rlsere and cables to which were
the microphone-transmitter
and dribbler
units.
Also the site had
sheltered from the wind to prevent damage to the balloon while it

code
of about
attached
to be
was being

1

inflated.
At lMAJAIEIN a wind-break was constructed through the courtesy of
the island commander, Captain Vest, USN. At a predetermined time, the balloon
was inflated with a fixed amount of helium pa8 to raise It to an altitude of
from 50,000 to 60,COOfeet where it~flcated at a constant level.
The balloon
was cautiously launched and guided until it cleared all ground obstacles.
Electrical power for the microphone-transmitter was provided through wet-cell
batteries, especially constructed to prevent freezing.
The balloon was tracked
visually by use of theodolltes.
Prior to the actual test on KWAJAIEIBon X-day
(15 April 1948) two (2) practice runs were made to minimize chance offailure
and to improve operating techniques.
The transportation requirement was for air lift to transport the team of
six (6) scientists and twelve (12) thoueand pounds of equipment from BEIJdAB,
:iEK JERSEYto KWAJALEIN,GUAM,HAWAIInnd then back to BEIMAB, EEWJERSEY. The
Air Materiel Commandprovided three (3) aircraft,
a C-54, a B-29, and a B-17,
and crews, under the direction of Captain Stanley C. Lewis, from the 4l49th
AFBU, MIDDLETCWN,
PEZJGYLVANIA.The C-54 wae also utilized in cnrrying
Tracerlab personnel and equipment to KWAJALEIN
and GUAM. Maintenance assistance was afforded by the local base and tactical organizations.
The mobile team personnel was assembled and partially trained at Watson
Laboratories.
The team arrived at EWAJALEIN
31Harch 1948; departed for
NCRTHFIELD, GUAM,on 16 April 1948; for HICXAblFIEID on 3 May 1948. and WPS
scheduled to depart from HAWAII for its home station on 2 plus one 11) day.
The balloon team and aircraft

crew personnel were a8 follcwa:

BALLCON
TEAk:
Dr. Albert P. Crarv
Mr. Charles S. SC&elder
Mr. John IF. Alden
Mr. John A. Moulden
Mr. Murry Hackman
Mr. James Smith

wQ* clearance
l Qv clearance
IIPn clearance
"P clearance
"P clearax
wPn clearance

Physicist
Meteorological Engineer
Badio Engineer
Radio Repairman
Meteorological Engineer
Meteorological Engineer

B-29 mm
Cautain Stanley C. Lewis
1st LIeutenant-Randall S. Eane
1st iieutenunt Wm. L. Adams
M/Sergeant W. L. HalUday
M/Sergeant R. A. Kabaste
T/Sergeant R. A. Cox
T/Sergeant L. D. Moon

Pilot (Flight Commander)
Co-Pilot
Navigator
Engineer
Radio Operator
AssIt Badlo Operntor
Asalt Engineer

c-51,cRFE!
Captain John P. Clowry
1st Lieutenant Richard Mesher
let Lieutenant Chas. A. Iamana
S/Sergeant James Brau
S/Sergeant L. H. Campbell
Sergeant George L. Fmtwell

Pilot
Co-Pilot
Nnvigotcr
Engineer
Radio Operator
Aas't Engineer

B-17

CKna

1st Lieutenant

Cmn B. Dubell
Thomas F. Carroll
1st Lieutenant John Nertzen
sergeant
%‘. R. Rice
1st

Pilot
Co-Pilot
plavigator
Engineer

Lieutenant

Time notification
signals were required and provided in order to afford
sufficient
tine to make necessary launching preparations,
and to position
the
balloons just a few minutes prior tc the predetermined arrival
of the explosion sound nave. Headquarters FITZ’?ILLL&l FCRYIARDfurnished ARPACAS 3-l and
3-2 b:; officer
courier.
The team experienced no difficulty
in obtaining
the
time signals.
Reports required of the team were a brief statement as tc positive
or
negative results
of the tests, and notification
of team moveme:lt
to it's
several locations.
Reports of results were made to Headquarters FITPILLLAM
FCWARD and to XFKSi-1.
Results of the KWAJALEIK test were as follows:
balloon-borne
equipment
results were positive
and ground equipent
results were questionable.
An
accurate
final analysis and evaluation
report rill
be submitted upon Dr.
including
an accurate determination
of
Crary’s return to Gotson Laboratories,
results.
Due

following

time
limitaticn
recomnendations,

to

and pending a thorough evaluation
shculd be considered
of necessity,

of results,
tentative:

the

1.
Before departing for field
locations,
a survey should be cade to
determine the best balloon launching sites, giving due consideration
to
clear space to
shelter from high velocity
and gusty winds, and sufficient
lay-out shroud lines and control cables thus affording
clear passage of the
instruments which are suspended about one hundred (100) feet below the balloon.

That an SCR 658, radiosonde receiver be Included in the team equip
For these tests, a receiver had to be borrowed from the air
This presented a problem because each stanenther stetion at each location.
tion had only one (1) receiver and it was needed by the station personnel for
This necessitated
selecting
the best possible
np3t)r sir sounding operations.
launching site adjacent to the weather str .&on. Also, this precluded selection
of. s site without a Feather station.

ment

2.
list.
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Memo
Brig Gen Tom C. Rives to Maj Gen
Curtis LeMay
Scbj: Relief of Major R.T. Crane as
Project Officer for MOGUL and
TORRID
June 18, 1946

-

1

TsELT/Tcq/gen

TSELT

Id

June

SUBJECT: Relief of Major R. 'T. Cram as Project Officer
YOUULand TCRRlZ

for

1946

!4EtKP.ANDlIkFOR:Major Oeneral Curtis Lstdq

I contacted
1. In conpli;ihcc with General SFaats' directitre,
or. M. bing at Colmbia 'Jniversity on 15 June 1946 and discussed
the proposed relief of Major R. T. Crsne as project Officer on
project3 YDGULand TORRID.

2. Dr. Mng was exceedingly pleasant and agreed to ttm relief
of Major Crane, asking only that it be done in such a say as to
cause a3 little
embarraament to any of the parties concemed,as
possible.
I advised
him that the matter irould be handled
diplomatically.
3. I then discussed with !Z?r.Ewing the subject of a successor
to Major Crane and suggested to him that Colonel ?Aarcellus Duffy, a
Regular Army officer and rrell-quallfied
on meteorological research
and development work, might be made available for this duty. Dr. Ening
advised tLt he believed that he could work well with Colonel Duffy
If he 13 assigned to this work. It 103 further agreed
that
as coon as
a project officer is finally selected, a confermce would be held witi
Dr. Erring and the new project officer
and Colonel Maier and Colonel
Oraul In order that there will be a clear understanding as to the
objectives to be accomplished.

TOMC. RIVES
Brig. oeneral,
oemral, USA
Chief,
chief, ~eCtrOBb3
SubdiriEdOB
Englmerlng MYI~IoB

9
Memo
Maj Gen Curtis E. LeMay to Maj Gen
L.C. Craigie
April 16, 1947

16 April

1947

lkjor Oeneral L. C. Craigie
Chief, k&mmin~
Dirielm
Air Mtoriel-d
IMght Field, won,
Ohio
J&i&r Bill,
Attached is the action m your letter
requesting deferment of fordgn wmtca for (IOPI
of your people. I hope this *olver your pmuonnsl
problem for the tip
being.
I am still rbiting for
the 3tudy a x&&t
Field ~cplcl orlerad t.0 hzool
this fall.

Slnaexvly,

cuBTIss. Leyu

MabrjorOeneml, U. S. Amg
Deputy Chief of Air Staff for
Rereamh and DewaloFt
IId.

kbo

fr:A-1,

14 Apr 47

&lone1

Owsr

C. Xalor.

O-15096

Retention:
Indefinite.
NC known renlaceaant
in the AA?.
g&f!$
Chief.
Rlectronlo
Plans Sodtlon.
Elecc.ronlo
Subdlvlsion.
This offlcnr
should be rstolned
in his nreaent
anslgnmant
due to the
background
of knorlodge
and experlenao
rhlch
ha ha8 with rsfsrsnae
to
electronic
reeearch
sad dereloument
a~ well aa metscrologlcal
reaenrah
rnd derelonment
rind the physics
of the upper atr.
Oolonel
Wllsr has
comnletrd
~11 requiramsnts
for a Ph. D. degree from the Callfornlm
Institute
of Technology
excsnt
for alx month8 residency.
During
the
n*rlod
1 Februnry
1945 to 1 Jnnnary
1946. Oolonal
MRlsr had been
Commanding Officer
of Wntson Laboratories
in charge of remearch
and
derelonment
of ground
radar.
radio and electronic*
nquipment
neauliar
to the Army Air ycroea,
orerious
to which bm VI&* In command of
various
Signal
Oorpa laboratories.
Furthemore,
he ham connlete
t*chnlcal
knowledge
md undaratandlng
of the ?rojects
being carried
on by ::ataon Lr,bor&torles
nnd Oambrldge
?lsld
Stfitlon.
which can only
bs achlnvad
by yeara
of active
pertlclpatlon
in the actual
resenrah
and development
of thnt particular
type of electronlo
ground equipment.

Fietsntlop:

Indefinite.
Ho known replacement
in the AN?.
Aanlttlnt
Chlsf,
Eiectronlc
Plans Soctlon,
Elnctronlc
Subdivi eion.
This officer
ham nn nxtenalve
background
md knowledge
in meteorological
and electronic
reieorch
and darelament.
He is 6
gredunte
of w.1.T.
In meteorology.
Colonel
Euffy
**B llmlson
offiaer
from the Comanding
Oensrel.
MF,
to the Chief Slgnnl
Officer
for duty
In connection
with meteorological
squlpment
for the nsrlod
194&l!+.
During
this Deriod
he set up AM mqulrements,
atcmdarda
and
trsintng
programs
for weather
equipment
and personally
followed
this
equlpnsnt
from the 18borntorlsa
to lte introduction
in all combat theaters.
Prom September
1946 to January
1947, Colnnel
Duffy w)~s ln charge of
ann?led
nropagetlon
of compraaslonsl
and maguetia
wavem et Vatron
Laboratorlea.
At the present
time,
Colonel
Duffy
1s monltorlng
the
uonor nlr reeearch
program for the AAF ln addition
to hle dutlee
(LE.
Asnirtant
Chief of the Xlnctronlc
Plana Section.
With the Air Pores
conpoting
agalnnt
other
~~ervloas in
thb upper air reesarch
pro&am,
guided
mlosllo~
and q eteorclogloal
reaearoh,
a comustent,
practical
and theoretical
officer
la conaldered
l saential
id the Plans Soatlon.
Xlectronlc
Subdirlrlon.
u:

Colonel.

Ralnh

L.

Vasrell,

O-22329

Indefinite.
Retention:
Ilo known raplaae=ant
in
the AM.
Chief
of
Onsratlons
for
Power
Plant
Laboratory.
In thir
m:
cap&city
he 1s responsible
directly
to the Lnboratory
Chlof
for
thr
nlnnnlnn
and
execution
of the entire
engine development
program.
Sp.xlflcslly,
he in remuonsible
for supeni~lon
of the Rotating
&gin0
SrRnch and the Bon-Rotating
Xnglne Branch.
In order to successfully
exncute
hla responslbilitles.
‘Joloael
Warsall
must ooordlrurto
and
approve
the lnltlation
of all rasmarch
and development
proJectsi
for
-2-
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1.

ABSTRACT
Systems of constant altitude balloons have bean designed, developed,
tested and used in various types of atmospheric research. After
investigation and testing of several methods, a systePncomprising
operated control
of a plastic fixed-volume balloon, electrically
instrumentation, end liquid ballast was developed.
This system has been used on several series of flights for carrging instruments at constant altitudes, studying winds over long
periods at the 200 mb level, and investigation of neutron madma.
Balloon launchings were carried out at various sites in the United
States by membersof the project in coordination with representatives
of the sponsoring agency. Meteorological analysis of conditions
over selected stations in the Western Hemisphere as requested by
the sponsor was carried oust by membersof the Department of
Meteorology of NewYork University.
A.

Introduction

and Statement of Problem

Contract W-28-099-ac-2W between Watson Laboratories AMCwas
entered into on 1 November19Lh to be carried ant fmm 30
September 19h6 to 1 October 19b8.
Services to be furnished were as follows:
Research, investigation and engineering services in
connection with obtaining and furnishing experimental
data on pressure and temperature in the upper atomosphere,
to involve the following:
a.

The securing of constant level balloons under the
following conditions:
(1)

Initially
a six to eight hour minimumtime
for the balloon in air; eventually a fortyeight hour time for balloon in air.

(2)

The altitude to be attained by the balloon
vi11 be 10 to 20 km, adjustable at 2 km
intervals.

(3)

Maintain elevation within 500 meters and the
Pequency of oscillation to be such that it
will not interfere with operation of balloon
borne radio equipment.

2.

b.

The construction
by the contractor
of an experimental air
borne radio and associated air borne or ground receiving
equipment which will transmit and receive information
from
a mechanical movement introduced into the radio circuit.
The weight of the pick up device and any required power
supply to be carried in the balloon will not be over 2 lbs.

c.

The contractor will fly the balloons,
track them, and collect
the data on pressure and temperature to be transmitted
as
the balloon goes up and at periodic intervals
at flight
These intervals
to be determined by consultaaltitude.
tion.
The accuracy is to be comparable to that of the
standard Army Radiosonde.

d.

Interpretation
project.

of Kateorological

data in connection

with

Five copies -of reports of design and development phases were to
be delivered at monthly intervals.
Results of meteorological
studies were to be transmitted
as completed to the sponsoring
agency for use of Air Force scientific
personnel.
On 27 February 19h8, Modification
#l revised the number of copies
of reports to be furnished to 25. Modification
#2, of 2 April
19h8, added the requirement of "Research Investigation,
and
Engineering services leading to the determination
of the dependanw
of the propagation of sound on atmospheric conditions",
to the
contract.
Contract flmds were increased to cover this additional
requirement.
Under Modification
#3 of 23 April19h8,it
was agreed that a
separate final report on telemetering
from Balloon Systems would
be completed and transmitted
to the sponsor.
The time of performance
was extended to 1 February19h9 and contract funds increased to
cover the increased period of performance by .%dification
#4 to
the contract on 29 September 19116.
On 2S October, 1948, the number of reports required was increased
to fifty
(SO) and the place for final inspection
and acceptance
AMC by Modification
#5. Modificacharged to Cambridge Field Station,
tion #6 changed the allotment for funds to be used on the project.
The period of performance of the project was extended to 50 Grch
1949, by Modification
#7 of 26 January 1949.
Modification
#S of 8 April 1949, modified the requirement to that
of maintenance of one trained person in the field to carry out
balloon launching and tracking services in conjunction
with Air
Force scientific
personnel.
Funds were increased to extend the

3.

period of performance to 15 March 19%). A final report on
development and testing of constant altitude balloonsystems
was to be submitted to the Air Force. Modification #9 revised
the delivery address for reports.
Modification #lo of 1 May 1950, increased contract funds to
continue field service and meteorological anslysis work to 15
June 1950.
Modification #11 subsequently extended the period of performance
to the termihation date of 31 December1950 and increased funds
accordingly.
B. Constant Altitude

Balloon Systems

Development of a system to maintain balloons at constant altitudes for long periods of time was completed on 15 March 19h9.
This development has been completely reported in "Technical
Report 93.02"(l) by this Research Division under "Section 1,
General".
Essentially the system as developed at NewYork University consists of a constant volumeballoon of thin polyethylene which,
when filled with hydrogen or helium, furnishes the lift for the
system. (Because of the increased safety to personnel and equipment, use of helium is to be recommended). The balloon is inflated with enough gas to balance the weight of the suspended
equipnent, plus a certain amount of "free Uft" which will cause
the system to ascend. when the balloon nears floating altitude
and becones full, the gas comprising the "free lift" d3.l be
expelled through an open appendix at the bottom of the balloon.
The SYStem is then at equilibrium at an altitude fixed by the
balloon volume. The ratio of molecular weights of the lifting
gas and air, density of the surrounding air, and the total balloon
load are as follows:
‘b

(l-

3
) daMa

L

This state of equilibrium is broken, however, by changes in any
of the above variables.
Basically, losses of lift due to leakage
and diffusion of gas, and changes of temperature of the lifting
gas cause a change from equilibrium conditions.
Any variations causing an increase in altitude will result merely
in a valving of gas from the fixed volume balloon and a slight
increase in altitude. Changesin the reverse direction, however,

Il.

must be compensatedfor by decreasing the load on the system
to prevent descent to the grclmd.
This decrease of load is carried out by dropping liquid ballast
as demandedby a pressure activated ballast control switch.
This switoh complete8 a circuit through a relay operated
ballast valve whenever the balloon system descends to a region
of pressure greater than that of its selected floating altitude.
Ballast is thus dropped and the system returned to floating
altitude.
On tights madeon another project since the termination of the
developnent phase of this project, the ballast control system
was standardized to include a pressure displacement snitch and
an electrically
operated bdlla8t valve. The displacement switch
(Fig. 1) consists of a standard temperature compensated
aneroid cell and pen arm from a,radiosonde modulator

Fig. 1
Pressure Displacement Switch for Ballast Control

5.

(Type E preferred)) a rotating oanmutator of two segments,
an insulator and a conductor; a six volt 1 rpm motor; and
a shelf for the pen arm. InK&raikm, the aneroid cell is
movedacross the base by meansof a screw which allows selection of various altitudes for control.
Initially
the pen arm rides on the shelf during ascent so
that the circuit to the valve remains open until the balloon
Several thousand feet before
approaches floating altitude.
ascent is completed the pen arm falls off the shelf closing
the ballast circuit (Fig. 2) and causing ballast flow during
the final period of ascent. when the belloon reaches control

BALLAST

CONTROL

CIRCUIT

Fig. 2
Ballast Control Circuit

6.
altitude the pen passes to the insulator portion of the
commutator and ballast flow ceases. Wheneverthe balloon
svstem subsequently descends past control altitude, ballast
is mde to flow, maintaining the balloon altitude at control
This system has been used successfully on over twenty
level.
constant level flights maintaining altitude to close limits
for periods up to 60 hours. An example of a flight made
with this control is shown as Fig. 3.

I
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'Jsirg bfrslast Control

7.

A review of this system by members of the University
staff
has b e published in '~Transactions of the AmeriC?U'IGeophysical
Earlier work on this development has been reported
"nion?2P'!
by members of this Research Division in"Technical
Report 93.0x(3)
and in the "Jo?~rnal of the American Meteorologic~
sOCi9tyn(4).
A manual for those interested
in making use of balloon systems
of this type has also been published as aSection II, Operations"
of our"l?echnical Report 93.02"(l).
This report consists Of a
discussion of instrumentation
for balloon systems, techniques
from balloons as
forlaunching
and traddng, and telemetering
developed and tested at New York University.
C.

Telemetering

From Balloon

Systems

The second requirement of this project was the.investigation,
development, and testing of balloon borne telemetering
systems.
The development was completed in June of 19hS and a final report(T)
of work accomplished and recommendations made to the sponsor at
that time.
Two tvpes of transmitter
Tnits were suggested as a means of
accomplishing the telemetering
of data from a balloon to ground
station receivers.
A high freq?lency system, making use of line-ofsight transmission
allows for accurate positioning
of the balloon
system from two ground statons.
The line-of-sight
characteristic,
however, limits
the range of this type transmitter,
and ranges
in excess of 25'0 miles are not to be expected with a balloon
system floating
at hO,OOOft.
Three line
of sight transmitters
were designed for use in
balloon work. The first,
the FM-l, was designed to operate at
72 mo, using a conventional reactance tube modulator.
Several
stages were included to deliver 1 watt output at the design
frequency.
The unit was quite complicated and the required
input newer large due to the requirement for several. stages
to transmit at the high r'requency.
Fig. h is a schematic of
the FM-1 transmitter.
In order to overcome this limitation
of FM sets, a two tube
transmitter
was developed (Fig. 5'). Variation
in vacuum tube
resistance is used to modulate the oscillator
plate voltage of
a self-excited
oscillator
in accordance with the audio signd.
This provides the freq!lency modulation desired.
In order to
maintain a stable center frequency and render the oscillator
insensitive
to changes in supply voltage, a neon tube voltage
regulator was included.

8.

e.g. &
FM-1 Trammitter

1
-
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FM-2

rig. 5
Trans~litter

Output of the oscillator
is both amplitude and frequency
the amplitude modulation being limited by a class nC" RF
This unit weighed six owwes, was fed by a plate voltage
volts with a filament drain of LCOma. at 1.5 volts.
The
was one watt at frequencies from 2.5 to 1OOmc.

modulated,
amplifier.
of 270
output

Before procurement of a receiver with automatic frequency control
an attempt was made to develop a crystal controlled
oscillator
to
overcome the frequency drift inherent in FM systems.
This work
was abandoned when the controlled
receiver was obtained.
The
crystal control unit which was developed required extreme care in
tuning in order that modulation be linear.
using one dual triode as a push-pull
A miniature power amplifier,
amplifier
was constructed for use at 25 to 1OOmcwith any of the
above mentioned transmitters.
The antennae for these transmitters
was a half-wave vertical
dipole.
The receiver found satisfactory
for these systems YZS the R-2A/ARR-3
Sonobuoy receiver.
This upit employs Automatic frequency control
and will tolerate a drift
- .35mc before retuning is required.
when SCR-658 radio direction
finding equipment became available
work on these transmitters
was abandoned and a LOOmctransmitter
used. This system allows for accurate positioning
of the balloon
systems by use of crossed azemuths fran several receiving stations.
A transmitter
using pulse time modulation was designed for use
with this receiving equipment.
The advantages here are high
peak power with relatively
low input power (and thus a high
signal to noise ratio) and simultaneous transmission
of several
data channels at one frequency.
This project was abandoned
before tests could be completed due to a modification
of project
requirements,
but preliminary
results indicated that this system
would be advantageous in A!4 or FM trausmissidn.
This system makes
use of sho?t duration pulses ( .5 micro second) at a repetition
rate of approximately 10 kc.
For long range transmission
of information
an amplitude-modulated
transmitter
was developed. (Fig. 6) This unit, the AM-l, is crystal
controlled,
emploging a 3Al4 miniatwe
tube in a Pierce oscillator
circuit
as the crystal oscillator.
This circuit
does not require
an LC tank circuit
and eliminates
the tuning of this additional
stage.
The RF amplifier
issa 3A5 miniature dual triode tube.
The unit was designed to give 1.5 watt output with a 270 volt
plate SUPPLY and can be used with 380 volts to give 3 watt output.

10.

Zig. 6
AM-1 Transmitter

Frequency ranges from 1.5 to 9mc can be employed with the AM-l.
The modulation of the AH-1 is effected by use of a triode modulator
(2-3A5) tubes) connected in series with the plate supply of a class
"C" RP amplifier.
Variation
of tht: plate supply voltage of the
RF amplifier
caused b:r change in tube resistance gives amplitude
modulation linear with plhte voltage of the amplifier.
By use
of this system modulation from DC to several hundred cycles is
obtained.
The receiver for this transmitter
was a Hammerlund SP LOX with
In order to increase the signal to noise
several modific=.tions.
ratio a crystal filter
was introduced into the IF amplifier
Bandwidth was also reduced by
circuit
to narrow the bandwidth.

xl.

decreasing the coefficient of coupling between the primary and
By this reduction of bandwidth
secondary of the IF transformers.
to 3kc a 3 microvolt signal produced a 15.5 DB signal to noise
ratio, where at 16 kc bandwidth only 7 DB was obtained.
In order to obtain accurate reproduction of the amplitude of the
audio frequencv the AVCcircuit was modified by adding a fixed
bias to the AVCdiode of the receiver. This flattened the characteristic of the AVCcircuit and no change in amplitude of recorded
audio signal was detected over a six hour flight using a constant
amplitude audio signal from the transmitter.
The signal was
tapped off at the output of the second detector of the receiver
and fed to a Brush BL 905 AC aa@ifier for recording. The recorder
used was a Brush BL-202 double channel oscillograph.
A quarter
wave vertical receiving antennae was employed with a counter poise
ground. The transmitting antennae was a vertical half wave dipole.
In order to use the 4!4-1 for transmission of information from
pressure and temperature sensors a relaxation oscillator circuit
was incorporated in the system. (dotted section - Fig. 6). This
oscillator used one half of one of the 3A5 modulator tubes and
produced a blocking rate approximately proportional to resistance
~of the sensor instruments.
This information could be superimposed
on the regllar modulated signal and two types of information could
be transmitted simultaneously; one as r amplitude and frequency
change of the basic signal, the other as a frequency of pulses
superimposed on the basic signal.
The AM-1 has been used in balloon control research to transmit
information on pressure, temperature and ballast
requirements.
It was also employed to give nformation on Neutron intensities
ih another Air Force project( 3 1. In order to obtain information
on balloon position on a wind study project the AH-1 was used
as a beacon to be "homedin" on by the radio compassof aircraft(h).
A system of diversity reception was considered for use dth a
dual channel AN-1 transmitter in order to increase reliability
despite ntmosphwic noise.
In the dual channel unita common
modnlator was connected to two separate crystal oscillators and
RF amplifiers.
In preliminary tests two receiver and recording
units were used.
For short range balloon flights the AM-1 was modified for U=
with subminiature and acorn type tubes. In this, the A&2, two
2327 tubas in parallel provide excitation for the type 9581 RF
amplifier.
A circuit diagram of this unit is shoun as Fig. 7.
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mz. 7

AM-2 Transmitter

In addition to radio direction
finding with the SCR658 and beacon
transmission
with radio compass,seversl other methods of balloon
positioning
were evaluated.
Radar positioning
was successful
only if a target was attached to the balloon train.
Generally,
the ranges possible with radar are not as great as those possible
by radio direction
finding.
For direction
finding on the low
frequency AM transmitter
some value was found in use of loop
antennae. Accuracy of this method is between ..5' and 2 degrees
and is generally hindered by sky wave reflection.
A pulse time modulated transponder beacon at high frequencies
was found to be advantageous for obtaining accurate slant range
to the balloon.
Preliminary
investigation
of use of Doppler
effect for positioning
indicated that this method is not feasible
due to difficulty
in measuring the low freauency differences
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D. Lauuching Setices
During the courageof the project balloon flights were split
trio general classifications,
(a) researoh aud (b) service.

Into

Research flights ware made to test balloon controls and talemeterA full report o~lj~ae
lug systems developed under the contract.
research flIghta has been made in nTechuical Report 93.02
Section YIY, Summaryof Flightsa
Service flights were carried out by New York University pereouual
in conjunction with technical personnel from the sponsoring agenoy
to test geophysical equipment developed in Air Force laboratories.
The requirements for these flights were launching and tigckiug
of balloons to float at specified altitudes for short pm-lode of
time (6 to 8 hours). Because of this short flight duration,
simplified plastic balloon systema were used. Balloons were
maintained aloft by use of constant flxed ballast flow, or ballaet
was excluded entirely from the system. A typical flight using
constant ballast flow at a rate slightly exceeding leakage losses
is shout as Fig. 6.

NYU
Boroqroph

Balloon

Flight

BALLOON
Record
Of

PROJECT
FLIGHT
82
G.M.20’
PlortlC
Balloon

Fig. 0
Using Fixed Ballast

With

Flow

9 is a typical flight
with no ballast.
these flights is shown as Fig. 10.

Fig.

The flight

train for

Time- MST
NYU BALLOON
PROJECT
FLIGHT
71
Barograph
Record Of GM 20 Ft..Plastcc Balloon Showmg
Balloon Performance
When No Ballast Was Dropped
“ELEASLD AY ALANOeaNDO N.N.. LOIS NOT-S JULY, lS4.
NLCOVENED

AY VALENTINE
TEXAS,
LSYlNAYLD
DUNAYION
10

m.

10 JULY.
“0U”S

I...

9

Balloon Flight Without Ballast

FfigM -on

S&h-r
Mh

PoyIood

_;

7
:
Payload

Flight

-

Fig. 10
Train, Service Flight
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With light weight payloads, balloon systenaof this type can be
launched by two or three experienced balloon men. The launching
is carried out in a manner similar to h t explained in Section II,
Operations, of "Technical Report 93.02 !lY :' in that the balloon
is inflated in the lee side of a building or wind screen, (or in
an aircraft hangar if one is available, or in the open when winds
are light) with the equipment train laid out downwind of the balloon.
The amount of gas lift is equal to balloon weight plus approximately
10%to cause ascent at 800 to 1OCDft. min. A picture of inflation
of a 20 ft. diameter plastic balloon is shown as Fig. ll.

Inflation

of a 20 ft.

Plastic Balloon
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The following is a list'of
equipment needed for launching of
a single flight of this type:
(a)

Launching Equipment:
1
2
1
b
1
1
1
1
1

ea.snt instrmztions (Operations Manual)
ea. ellipticill
shot bags (each filled with lOC# of shot)
ea. LOI x6' Ground Cloth
ea. sheets polyethylene,.CCl" to AOh", &' x h'
ea. gas tank manifold with pressure gages and valve
ea. rubber hose, 1" I.D.,101 long with diffuser
ea. rubber tubing l/2" bore, l/8" wall, 8' long
ea. solution balance
ea. inflation nozzle, ~~196 for rubber balloons

1 ea. tool kit complete with 2 sheath knives, 50' cloth
measuring tape-, brass wire, 1" Rystic tape, volt ohmmeter,
pliers, screwdrivers, inflation tools, flashlights,
crescent
wrenches, soldering iron, compass, 2 open-end wrenches,
l-l/&Iv x l-l/&" openings, lb" pipe wrench, spanner for
helium tank valves, etc.
1
1
1
1
(b)

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

theodolite ML-2h7 with tripod ML-78 (optional)
recorder, brush oscillograph or other with amplifier.
SCR-658radio direction finder
chronometer

Flight Equip!nent:
2
1
2
1

to 5 tanks helium
ea. balloon
ea. rolls acetate fiber scotch tape
ea. appendix stiffeners
(if appendix is to be used)
500# test nylon line
7% test linen twine
2 ea. 350 gram balloon XL-13L4 (for wind sock)
5 to 10 toggles or hooks
1 ea. radio transmitter
1 ea. pressure sensor (and temperature if desired)
Payload imtrumentation
1 ea. banner, 3' x 6'
Data sheets
Yeeight sheets
Reward tags(English,
Spanish or other language)
(c)

Termination l?quipment
1
1
2
2

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

flight termihation switch
set rip rigging
caunons
squibs (treated for high altitude)
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(d)

Fixed Rate Ballast Equipent:(optional)
1
.l
1
1
6

ea. orifice spinnerette, to give proper ballast flow
gallon ballast, compassfluid AN-c-116
ea. ballast reservoir (1 gallon capacity)
ea. filter 3' diameter, 325 x 32.5, phosphor bronze mesh
inches tubing (Tygon) j/16” bore

Tracking of these flights was maintained by use of an SCR658 radio
receiver with a llOOmctransmitter telemetering information from
the balloon system. Information received through the telemetering
circuit can be recorded on a standard weather station recorder,
a recording oscilloscope of the Brush Development type orby any
other convenient means.
Altitude of the service flights WIS determined by use of a modified
radiosonde modulator, an olland cycl modulntor (see p.68 , Section
I, General, Technical Report 93.02(17) or by computation from
howled-e of th?weight of the balloon iystem and volume.of the
balloon.
In order to keep balloon systems from floating in the air lanes,
a flight termiivtion switch was included in the circuit.
This
switch is a radiosonde modulator modified so that all contacts
above 25,OCGft. are disconnected from the circuit.
The pen arm
rides on a shelf dnring ascent to about 30,000 ft. -and@en fills
to the commutator (See Fig. 12).

Fig. 12
Flight Termination Switch
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When the systeni again descends to 25,000, the pen arm comes into
contact with the commutator contact and an electrical
circuit
is
The load line is cut
closed through a squib in the load line.
and the load on the system falls six to eight feet before being
During this fall a rip
caught by a supplementary load line.
line pulls a hole one foot long in the side of the balloon and
the system descends using the partially
inflated
balloon to hold
the rate of descent to approximately 1200 f-G/minute.
This system
has been Iwed successfully
irover
100 flights.
A drawing of the rip ass&bly is shown as Mlt. 13. The cannon and
squib to cut the load line are shown as F-ig. .lk.

Ealloon

y?‘ig, 13
Xip Assembly

19.

Rip Assembly Cannon

In all,115 service flights
were made under this contract from
various government installations
throughout the country.
A
summary of these flights
is listed in Table I (see end of text).
E.

Meteorological

Analysis

As one phase of this project,
New York University
agreed to prepare
analyses of winds and temperatures in the troposphere for dates and
localaties
specified by Watson Laboratories.
The vertical
distribution
of temperature from the ground up to
heights of about 1.5' km at the time of any particular
experiment
was estimated from the routine radiosonde ascents which were
nearest in respect to both time and space, to the site of the
experiment.
If the time of the experiment vas within three hours
of one of the twice-daily,
standard hours of radiosonde observation, the temperature distribution
given by such observation vas
assumed to have existed (within the limits
of error in the method
of measurement) at the time of the experiment.
If the time difference was greater than three hours, a linear interpolation
was made
between radiosonde observations preceding and following
the time
of the experiment.
Interpolation
in space was accomplished
ordinarily
by assuming a linear horizontal
variation
of temperature.
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However, when weather conditions
indicated
a markedly dhcontinuous variation
of temperature (i.e. a "front"),
appropriate
subjective
modification
of the objective
linear interpolation
technique was applied.
The vertical
distribution
of wind was determined mainly from
direct observations
(pilot-balloon
and radio wind-sounding
measurements) of free-air
winds. at weather stations in the area
However, actual measurements of winds in
of each experiment.
the upper half of the troposphere often are scarce or completely
lacking,
and it was frequently
necessary to make use of an
indirect
method of estimating the wind at elevations
greater than
5 km. Charts of the distribution
of atmospheric pressure(as
given by radiosonde observations)
at selected levels between
5 lan and 1.5 km were constnxted,
and the wind direction
and
speeds at these levels were computed from the well-known geostrophic
wind equation, which relates the wind to the horizontal
distribution of pressure.
For-the experiments carried out off the east coast of the U.S.A.
between 1 August 19h6 and 1 August 19&i', it seemed feasible
to
show the distributions
of both temperature and wind in vertical
cross-section.
This was due to the fact that these experiments
were made, and the results of same recorded, within a fairly
narrow band centered close to a line between Lakehurst, N. J.,
and Nantucket, Mass., at which points radiosonde and upper-wind
observations are taken regularly.
However, vertical
cross-sections
of temperature and wind were abandoned as a method of representation of the distrj.bution
pertaining
to all subsequent experiments.
There were several reasons for this decision.
In the first
place,
the sites and character of later experiments did not fit into the
existing weather-observing
network in a manner favorable to crosssectional
representation.
In the second place, experience brought
about the conclusion that the horizontd
gradient of temperature
is usually so small that,dthin
the area encompassed by an experiment,
the difference
in temperature at a given level between points at
the ends of a cross-section
is no greater than the average error
of the radiosonde measurements. Thirdly,
it was soon realized that
the variability
of the wind in space and time is such that an individual
pilot-balloon
or rawinsonde ascent is not representative
of the
average vertical
distribution
of velocity
during the interval
occupied by a single experiment.
Furthermore, as mentioned above,
the wind at high levels in the troposphere often had tc be in'feared by indirect
means. Since the true wind usually deviates
somewhat from the theoretical
geostrophlc Kind (the latter being
derived under certain simplifying
assumptions) and since the
geometry of the pressure field is subject to some uncertainty
owing to inaccuracies
in the radiosonde observations,
it became
apparent that the assignment of a single velocity
value at any
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given point
misleading.

in a cross-section

through the atmosphere was

In order to avoid the suggestion of greater precision than was
warranted by,the character of the information
available,
it
was decided, during the autumn of 19h7 to present the meteorological
diagnoses
in a different
form.
Since that time, graphs (in lieu
of cross-sections)
have been constructed to show the vertical
distributions
of the estimated ranges, that is to say, the estimated
extremes of temperature and wind on the whole or over a part of
the area involved in each experiment.
Since August, 1950, the principal
task has been the preparation
of diagnoses of conditions existing
during experiments being conducted regularly
in eastern Colorado, western Nebraska and western
Kansas by the Industrial
Research Institute
of the University
of
a particularly
Denver. The design of these experiments necessitates
careful study of the available weather data and the exercise of
a considerable
amount of synoptic meteorological
judgment in the
preparation of the wind and temperature diagnoses.
F.

Flights

Utilizing

the Constant Level Balloon

System

After completion of the balloon control and telemetering
development
phases of the project,
the balloon systems were utilized
under
Contracts AF 19(122)-h5 and AF 28(099)-10, between this University
and the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.
A brief review
of these projects is as follows:
1.

High Altitude

Balloon

Trajectory

Study (Contract

AF 19(122)-h5)

Under the terms of this contract the Research Division was
commissioned to launch and track constant level balloon
systems in order to study -rind conditions
at the 200 mb
level of the atmosphere.
Flights were to remain afloat
until they hqd traveled approximately loo0 miles.
In order to track the balloon systems, the AM-1 transmitter was operated at 17h6 kc, using the radio compass
from an aircraft
to "home in" on the balloon and position
it at specified time intervals.
Information
on pressure
altitude,
b.ollast flow data and balloon, free air and
transmitter
battery pack temperatures was transmitted
thro,?gh the AM-1 to receivers mounted in the aircraft
and recorded on brush recorders for analysis at New
York University.
A total of22 flights
(two of which crossed the Atlantic
Ocean and were recovered in Norway and Algeria) were
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A complete report of these flights
made on this project.
Tlipment Tlsed is included in "Technical Report
:,".,";:(%a. b:~. thxs. Research Division.

2.

High Neutron Intensitir

Study (Contract

AF 28(099)-10)

In conjunction with a stlldy to determine the altitude
of
maximum neutron density a modification
was made on the
Constant A1,titllde balloon system developed under this
In order to study neutron densities
at two
contract.
different
altitudes
with the same set of instruments,
it was desirable to carry these instrwnents
throJ>~gh
The balloon system in this case
a "stepped flight".
was to ascc.nd to a selected altitude
(say hs,OoO ft.)
float there for one hoxr and then ascend to a higher
altitude
(for example 65,000 ft.) to float for another
honr before descending.
The advantages of this type flight
for Cosmic Ray stydies
are that a given altitude
may be sampled for a long
enongh period of time to obtain statistically
valid
results,
and sxh statistical
sampling can be made
at several levels without the necessity of releasing
another balloon system and other set of neutron sensing
By proper design of eqnirment a fairly
instruments.
wide range of altitudes
can be sampled with "altitude
steps" of almost any desired size.
The step effect is attained by release of a fairly
large amount of ballast
at a fast rate set off by a
pre-set clock timer or a radio release activated by
a tranwitter
on the ground. The amollnt of ballast
to be released is determined fron the standard altitudevolume load relationships
wed for constant-level
balloon
flight.
As a part of the final ballast
release, the
ballast
tank and its controls may be dropped from the
system.
If the level positions
of the flight
must be controlled
to fine limits,
or if they must be of long duration
(more than two hours) it is necessaq to employ constantlevel ballast control over these portions of the flight.
However, if the level portions of the flight
are to be
in the neighborhood of 1 ho>lr duration, ballast
control
during these floating
period 9 can be elimin,xted,
making
we of the inherent stability
of the plastic
balloon
systems for short range constant level flights.
It is
this latter method which was used by the New York University
grwp in the study of Neutron !Gaxima.
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In this study four flights
were made to study conditions
at altitudes
of &5,000 and 60,000 ft.
A clock timer
was set to &use release of ballast
after the system
had floated at the lower level for one hour. After
ballast
was expended the timer caused release of the
ballast
tank to further reduce the load on the systems.
A typical
flight
of this series is shown as Fie. 15.
Further detailon this study v
been given in reports
on "Neutron Intensity
Study" 5 by this Research Division.

TIME

AfTLR

RELEASE

-

“CURS

Fig. 15
Vwo Level" Stepned Flight
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Flight
~No.

" -4

Date

Release
Point

Altitude
in ft.

5/13/4a
5114'48
5/14/48

Maxwell Field, Ala.
"
II
I!
"
0
"

60,000

5/1LAd3

I,

11

55,ooo

did not reach Tyler,
Ala.
altitude

Eglin AI%, Fla.

E-CW-400-2
”
”
M
”
”
”
II

11

Recovery

-3
-4
-5
-6

-7
-8
-9

n -10
w -11
" -12
w -13
" -14
fl -15
n -16
" -17
" -13
n -19
" -20
11-21
" -22
" -23
" -24
" -25
fi -26
u -27
n -28
1) -29
” -30

" -31
n -32
" '-33
:: 1;;
1' -36
" -37
n -38
" -39
” -40

30' 26' N 86O 29' W

12 ti.W.,Fitagerald
Ga.3:30 P.M. lllla/la
11/18/4a
:~~;2~
12/11/4a
12/12/48

12/14/48
12/16/48
;x;Jg
l/13/49
'l::g;
l/28/49
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Plight
No.

Date
” -43%$g
::$2 $$$

E-CW-LOO-W

If -&2

1' -46
n -&7
If -48
n -49
n -50

2/18/49
2/21/49
2/22/49
2/22/49
2/23/49
2/23/49

n1;;
” -5L
”" -56
-55 3/3/49
3/4/49
6/7/49
6/10/49
w- 6

11-7
" -8
It -9

n -10
11-11
n -12

n -13
" -1lr

*
u
fl
v

-15
-16
-17
-18

Release
Point

.Altit~~de
in ft.

Eglin Al%, Fl.a.
&Dill
AFB.Fla.
Avon Park, Fla.
11
"
"

60,000
i$%
5o:ooo
b8,0@3

55,ooo

Equipment
failure

failure

50,ooo
50,000
ll5,ooo

$i$;
6/l&/49
u;m;
6/23/49
7/19/49
7/21/49
7121149

Graham, Texas
Sayre, Okla.
Portales,

N.M.

:Fx:

5o:ooo
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

Marlow, Okla.
La Mont, Okla.
Frankel City, Texas

l/23/50
:::g
2/9/50
2/9/50

50,ooo
50,000

2/9/50
2/14/50
2/14/50

50,000

CentraUa, Ili.
Nevada, MO.
Moore's Hill,
Ind.
Sheridan, Ky.
Pt.Hillford,
Nova Scotia, Can.
Jonesboro, Me.
Perkins, ?kla.
Winchester,
Ontario, Can.

~c$~~~;
11/18/49
z$:%

12/h/49
12/B/49

Boonville,
Miss.
Fort i%uglas,Ark.

26.
Altitude
in ft.

Date.

Release
Point

m-9

2/17&O
3/3/50

Vance AFB, Okla.
1,
I,
n

KN-1
I) -2
11 -3
i" 2~.

v25/50

Sedalia

Flight
NO.

" -10

" -6
" -6
I4 -7
" -7
n-0

s/12/50
w.640

5/26/50
Hi:
Lo.
Lo.
Hi.

" -9

n -10
" -l.l
" -12

n -13
" -1ll
It -15
11-16
" -17
" -18

tl -19

6/2/S
6/2/50

i$;:$;i:

Recoveq
Washburn, MO.

AFB, Ma.
Booneville,
MO.
Warrensburg, MO.
Concordia, MO.
Wapella, Ill.
Ashtabula,

7/n/50

Springdale,

;E;zz
7/2b/50
8/31/50

Loysville,
California,

;~~oo
9/22/50
9/28/50
10/5?50
lOhO/
10/12/50
lOh7/50
10/26/50

Shio
Ark.
Pa.
?lo.

Shelbyville,
Term.
La Monte, MO.
Io~isianna,

Mo.

Marshall,

MO.

Dickson,

Tenn.

In addition service flights
were made from Watson Laborntories,AMC
Eatontown, N.J., for testing of items of geophysical equipment during
the course of the project.
Arizona,

Dnring June, 19h9, service flights
were made from Luke Al%,
simultaneoxly
with those made from Clovis AFB, New i3exico.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Contract

Requirements

Cm Eovember
1, 1946 the Research
Division
of the College
of
hgineeiing
of New York University
entered
into Contract
W28-099-m-241
with Watson Laboratories
of the Air Materiel
Under this
contract
the University
was commissioned
Command.
to design,
develop
and fly constant-level
balloons
to carry
instruments
to altitudes
from 10 to 20 kilometers,
adjustable
at 2-kilometer
intervals.
the

following

1.

Aititude

2.

Duration
of constant
6 to 6 hours minimum,

3.

Tba aoouraoy
of pressure
to that
obtainable
with
(?3-5 mb).

In addition

performmoe

was specified:

to be maintained

to

this

within

500 meters.

level
flight
eventually

balloon

to be initially
48 hours.

observation
the standard
performance

4.

A balloon-borne
of information
ceivers.

5.

Positioning
of balloon
during
ground
tracking
such as radar
or theodolite.

6.

Appropriate
preted.

to be comparable
Army radiosonde
it

was desired

that:

transmitter
be developed
for telemetering
from the balloon
to suitable
ground
re-

meteorological

data

flight
be determined
or radio
direction-finding
be collected

and

by

inter-

Following
the first
year of work the contract
was renewed
for
a l-year
period,
and in addition
to the provisions
of the
original
contract
it was agreed
that a total
of lWl test flights
would be launched
by the University.
In September.
1946 a second renewal
of the contrnct
was efi'ected.
With this
renewal.
whiah expires
in March,
1949, it is expacted
that
the development
of equipment
will
be concluded.
Further
extensions
are under consideration
whereby
h'ea York University
will
supply
standardized
flight
gear end fli:;ht
service personnel
for routine
test
flights.
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B.

Project

Facilities

To meet the rsquimments
of the
was built
up and the following
1.

Administrative

2.

Engineering'personnel
following
groups:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

contract.
faoilities

8 research
group
were made available:

section.
were

assigned

Balloon
section
Performance
oontrol
section
Telemetering
section
Analysis
section
(including
formance
data analysis)

3.

A small machine
shop was provided
mental
models of equipment
which

4.

A field
balloons

cr8w for launching,
was established.

to

one or more

meteorological

and

to manufaoture
was flown.

tracking

and

recovery

of

the

per-

experi-

of

office
and storage
space was proWork-shop.
laboratory,
vided by New York University
(Figure8
1 and 2).
Field
work
was largely
conducted
at Army bases and Air Forces
installations.
At on8 time the number of full-time
employees
reached
26 with17
part-time
men on the staff
at that
time.
Most individuals
were called
upon to work in several
departments
depending
upon the urgency
of field
work,
equipment
preparation
or development
work.
II.

PRI?XIPLES

OF BALLOON CONTROL

Following
preliminary
investigations,
two distinct
principle8
of
achieving
oonstanbpressure
altitude
for free balloons
nere studied
The first
of these is the maintenanoe
of the balloon
in detail.
at floating
level
by the use of 8 servo-mechanism
or other
control
which ~8~888 the supported
load to vary with
the buoyancy
of
The second principle
embodies
the use of a nonthe balloon.
extensible
balloon
capable
of withstanding
a high internal
pressure.
With a fixed
volume and 8 given
load,
such balloons
raain
at 8
constant
pressure
level
as long a8 the internal
pressure
of the
balloon
is equal
to or greater
than that
of the air at floating
A surplus
of buoyancy
causes
super-pressure.
but when the
level.
gas is cooled
relative
to the air environment
such a surplus
is
needed to prevent
excessive
reduction8
in balloon
pressure.
When8v8r the balloon's
internal
pressure
beoomes less than that
of the
air,
it falls
to earth.
Such a balloon
~88 used by the Japanese
for the fire
bombing
of the western
United
States
during
World War
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II.

L

Figures

1 and

2.

Interior

views,
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Research

Divisim

Shop.

To use the first
of these, prinaiples
it is possible to maintain a condition of buoyancy by at least the following
two methods:
(1) dropping a part of the load, as ballast,
to match the
loss of lifting
gas which occurs as a result of diffusion
and
leakage; (2) replacement of the lifting
gas by evaporation from B
Of these two methods.
reservoir
of liquified
helium or hydrogen.
ballast
dropping is most satisfactory
from the consideration
of
simplicity
of control and safety of personnel.
While the use of
liquid helium is theoretically
more efficient,
the amount and complexity
of control equipment adds much to the cost and also the
weight of air-borne equipment.
The development of non-elastic
balloons which can withstand high
Two designs which oompreinternal pressure was investigated.
mise extreme cost (required for balloons of high internal
pressure)
with small wall strength, hence small super pressure, were tested.
At first,
attempts were made to coxztrol balloon performance by using
buoyancy-load balance techniques with elastic balloons,
but the
difficulties
which were experienced resulted in the development of
a third principle
of operation combining a non-extensible
balloon
with a system of controls which can be applied either to a freely
expanding balloon or to a balloon of fixed volume.
III.

&E'EiODS OF ATTACK
The work on the development of controlled-altitude
balloons may be
divided into three phases, each one identified
by the type of balloon which was wed.
Concurrent with the balloon development was
the design and testing of cortrol
equipmat required to maintain
the balloon at specific
altitudes.
Some of the equipment instrumentation was used on more than one kind of balloon, but in general
the problems and methods of attack are identified
with one of the
three typs of balloons.
A.

Rubber Balloons
Follming
the example of Clarke and Korff,
assenblies of neoprer,e rubber balloons were first
considered.
Using these
freely expanding balloons it was necessary to belance the load
to be lifted with the buoyancy given by an integral
number
of balloons.
One or more accessory balloons vrere attached to
the esssmbly to provide lifting
force to carry the train aloft.
Nith the gear at a predetermined altitude,
the lifting
balloons were cut loose from the train by a pressure-activated
switch,lsaving
the equipment at floating
level, more or less
exactly balanced.
Since there is no inherent stability
in an
extensible balloon, any existing unbelance will cause the
train to rise or fall indefinitely
until the balloon reaches
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its bursting diameter, the gear strikes the ground, cr aCl'reCtiV0
Even if the extremely critical
balanoe is i&ially
aoticn is taken.
achieved, there will be unbalance oooasicned by (1) bursting of
balloons due to deterioration
in the sunlight,
(2) diffusion
Of
(3) loss or gain of buoyanoy *hen
lifting
gas from the balloons,
temperature inside the balloon changes with respect tc the ambient
This will result initially
from radiative
difair temperature.
(superheat) has been
ferences, and after an amount of difference
established,changes
in ventilation
will cause changes in buoyancy.
methods of attaohing the payload to the clusters
of rubber balloons were tried.
In the first
of these (Figure 3) a long load
line was used,wd short lines led from it to the individual
balThe length of such arrays was as much as 800 feet, and
loons.
this size made them difficult
to launch.
The single load ring
array, seen in Figure 4, proved to be much easier to handle and
During ascent each of the
is recommended for cluster launchings.
balloons in such an array ride separated from each other and no rubbing or chafing has been observed.
TWO

The controls which were associated with this balloon system were
crude and, in general, ineffective.
They included (1) cutting off
balloons as the buoyancy became excessive and a preset altitude
extreme was passed, and (2) releasing part of the load in the form
of solid or liquid ballast whenever descent occurred.
The sensitivity
of these elastic
balloons makes it difficult
to control
their altitude
with any system of oontrols,
and as controls were
developed it was found mere practical
to change from freely expanding balloons to non-extensible
cells not made of neoprene.
The
tendency of ~necprene to decay within a few hours when exposed to
sunlichtnas
the most cogent argument against doing more work on
altitude
ocntrols to be used with such a system.
B.

Plastio

Balloons

The next attempts to control the altitude
of a balloon vehicle were
made using non-extensible
plastic
cells. with an open bottom to prevent rupture when expansion of the lifting
gas is excessive.
With
a fixed maximum volume, such a system has inherent vertical
instability
in only one direction.
When full,
there is, a pressure altitude above which a given load will not be carried.
The instability
of such a system is found only when an unbalanced dcwnward force
exists.
The development of controls and films for balloon material
proceeded concurrently,
but.the choice of a,non-extensible
plastic
film was made before the system of control was perfected.
The properties which viere given most conslaeraticn
in the selection
of fabric include (1) availability
and cost, (2) ease cf fabrication
and (3) satisfactcry
chemical and physical properties.
Pri-
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TRANSMITTER

TRANSMITTER

BALLAST
CONTROLS

Figures

3 and 4.

BALLAST
CONTROLS

Typical

rubber

balloon

arrays.

warily
on the cost basis,
an extruded
film
of plastic
be superior
to fabrics
such as silk
or nylon with the
coatings.
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was found
various

to

The physical and chemical properties needed in a balloon material
ere~ (1) ahemioal stability,
(2) 1~ permeability,
(3) high tensile
strength, (4) low brittle
temperature,
(5) high tear resistance,
(6) high transparency to heat radiation
and (7) light weight.
In Table 1 the properies of 7 plastics
and 2 coated meterials
a:'e
given.
From this data polyethylene
and seran eppear to be the most
suitable films.
Table 1
m Temper- ?-Permture Prop- ability
I
erties

/Fabric

Good
Fair

t Hedium
I
Lm

: Tensile !Tear Rea Eeee of
Fabriaaj Strength~sistanoc
tion

!Stability
/Cltraviolet
;

j Low

iGood

Good

i "igh

/Poor

Fair

,Good
I(Fair

Good

LoW

High

/J-m

Good

iGood

~inylite

Very poor

Medium

Medium

IGood

G'ood

Good

/Teflon

Believed
good

LoN

High

:Good

Cannot

b thooellulose

Good

V-Y
high

Low

Fair

;Good
be fabri-;
ceted
I
I
Good
'Good

[Pliofilm

Poor

High

Poor

Fair

Good

Poor

LOrr

Kigh

Fair

Fair

Fair

LOH.

High

Fair

Fair

Good

ylon 0reFl
fabria aaate
ith:
Neoprene Fair

:

Butyl
rubber

Good

Having decided upon the proper fabric to be used, en effort ~8
made to interest
e number of companies in the fabrication
and
production of balloons.
The first
supplier of balloone ad- of
,polyethylene was Harold A. Smith, Ina.,
Mmeroneck. ?!!m York.
In these balloons, 4 and 8 rail sheets were heat sealed to form
Load atteohment tabs mre
a spherical cell open et the bottom.
set into the fabric and loading lines ran from these tabn to a
load ring.
This method of supporting the load proved to be Msatisfactory.
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Subsequently, other aompanies~produced balloons of one type or
another for us; the total nwnber and type of balloons purchased
is given in Table 2.
Table 2
Plastio Balloons
iFilm Type, Thickness, Special
'Diameter, Shape
Features

k ompany
barold

A. Smith,Ino.i.004
polyethylene
%ft.diam.,sphericalj
II

”

”

”

”

n

4

530.00

5

.004 polyethylene
15-ft.diam.,spheri'Cal

Lowpwmeability

530.00

5

Inc.

: .OOl polyethylene
:7-ft.diam.,tear/ drop

Stressed
tape tYPe
seam

20.00

26

n

: .OOl polyethylene
20-ft.diam.,teardrop

Stressed
tape type

125.00

175

250.00

15

Stressed
tape type
seam

300.00

5

Stressed
tap trpe
ssam andlas
j psrmaabilit

L75.00

10

”

t”

$150.00

Low permsability

I,

”

/
iGanera1 Mills

WC. Delivered
to Date

.Go3polyethylena
15&.d&m.;spherical

11

n

Prototype

Unit
cost

11

'

!

SSFUII

.OOl polyatbylene
30-ft.diam.,tsardrop

) Stressed

j tape type
i
seam

!

I#

n

”

.OOl polyethylene
70-ft.diam.,teardrop
.004 polyathylene
20-ft.diam.,
eggplant

&e Goodyear Tire &
;Rubber Company,Inc.
I
Finsen

/
i
,
I
i
/

~ Low psrms115.00
1 ability
!
-i
do Non-Plastic
Baxloons
!
/
325.00
/
\Dewsy and Almy Chem- J-2000 neoprene
j:
I
!balloon with nylon jInterna1
iioal Co.
j shroud of 15-ft.
/pressure
!diam.,spherioal
1
/!550.00
Internal
Seyfang Iaborata-ies IEeoprene-coated
nylon 22.5-ft.
pressure
I
dian.,spherical

;_

-

Resear&,Inc.
-

m

-

.015 polyethylene
20-ft.diam.,tear'drop

-

-

-

-

-

-1i;

20
-

-

-

3

10
i

Teardrop shaped polyethylene balloons were produced by General
Mills Inc. and Winzen Research, 'Inc., both of Minneapolis,
ldinnesota . The General Mills cells were supplied in four sizes
with the diamters
of 7, 20. 30 and 70 feet to carry loads to
A 20-foot balloon is shown in Figure 5.
varying altitudes.

Figure 5. 20'~Diametm,
teardrop polyethylene
balloon.
In all of these. film is .OOl" polyethylene,
butt~welded with
fiber tape laid along the seams to reinforce
the seal, and to
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early

and distribute
the load.
These ttqm,
tiioh converge to the
load ring at the bottom, actually
support the load (Figure 6).
An open bottom permits the escape of excess lifting
gas and thus
prevents ruptum.

BALLOON

Figure 6.

Appendix detail,

polyethylene

balloon.

On the lAinzen balloons, which are made from .015" polyethylene,
all but two of the balloons were made with similar
fiber
tape reinforcements;
these two were produced without tapes and both of
them have been flown with no evidences of unsatisfactory
perforItlCQNe.
The eggplant shaped balloon produced by The Goodyear Tire 6: Rubber
Company, Inc. has been flown with satisfaction,
but the exact
amount of diffusion,
which is expected to be low from this balloon,
is not yet Imom.
C.

Internal-Pressure

Balloons

From a theoretical
standpoint the most satisfactory
means of keeping
a balloon at constant pressure-altitude
is to u&a a non-axtensible
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cell with very low diffusion
through the walls and one capable
of maintaining
super-pressure in exoess of that lost with reSuch a balloon could be sealed
ductions of gas temperature.
off completely or a pressure-actiwted
valve could be used to
permit efflux of the gas when the bursting pressure is approached.
The neoprene-ooated nylon balloon built by Seyfmg Laboratories
(Figure 7) has been used with a valve set to prevent rupturing.

Neo rene-coated nylon balloon,
two- ih. lrds inflated.
has been coated with a metallic
paint to minimize
of radiation..
However., the values of superheat obthe gas when the balloon is in the sun have been of
of 300C.
The amount of buoyancy lost when circulation

Figure
The fabric
the effects
tained by
the order

7.

or sunset outs off the superheat is so large that it is not possible
to carry enough ballast
to sustain the system under these conditions.
On the other hand, the loss of buoyancy through a sealed-off
Seyfang balloon et 4100 feat MSL is of the orQr of 50 grams per
hour which is significantly
less than the loss expected from a 20foot, 1 mil polyethylene cell in flight
conditions.
(With the appendix
aperture sealed,,such a cell phows a loss of lift
of about 40 grams
per hour when one-fifth
inflated
at sea level).
One other type of belloon which has been used as a super-pressure
balloon is the neoprene 52000 balloon of Dewey and Almy. surrounded
by nylon cloth shroud.
The rubber balloon normally would expand
until it reached bursting diameter. but when enshrouded, it ie
limited
to the volume of the shroud.
The difficulties
in launching
and flying this balloon are not unusually great. but on each of the
several tests which have been made to date improper handling has
been a possible cause of the early rupture of the balloon.
It is
believed, however, that such a balloon is not especially
suitable
for long flights
because of the deterioration
which occurs in the
neoprene in the presence of sunlight.
Perhaps a shroud of material
which would filter
out the ultraviolet
rays would protect and
lengthen the life of suoh a balloon.
Despite the suooess of the Japanese silk or rice-paper balloons,
which were constructed on a super-pressure principle,
it is not believed practical
at this time to develop a balloon of such strength
that it would successfully
withstand and retain presswe increases
corresponding to the temperature changes from night to day as the
superheat of absorbed sunlight is gained.
The super-pressure with
a neoprene-coated nylon balloon, for example, would be approximatiy
0.5 psi.
That such e balloon could be built
is unquestioned.
The
cost of production,
however, appears at this time to be unwarranted.
D.

Altitude

Controls

Begiming with the arrays of rubber balloons which were first
used,
various systems of dropping ballast,
both solid and liquid,
have
been attempted with the aim of exactly compensating for the loss of
buoyancy which is occasioned as the lifting
gas diffuses
or leaks
through the balloon.
On the early rubber balloons only rough incremental ballast dropping was empbyed. At that time it was decided not
to "se sand as ballast sines most sand contains some water which
may freeze while aloft.
Further, it is easier to control the flow
of a liquid ballast
than it is to control sand particles.
In the
investigations
for a suitable liquid ballast
the petroleum product
!aown commercially as Mobil Aero compass fluid was finally
settled
upon. These investigations
included tests of cloud point, freezing
point, and also density and viscosity
over a large range of temperatures.
The compass fluid is espeoially
suitable for ballast work
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in high altitudes,
since
it freezes
Alao,
readily
at low temperatures.
a very slight
amount of water which

below -6OoC and will
flow
this
fluid
will
absorb
only
might
freeze
aloft.

Basically
three
different
principles
have been used in the control
Ihe first
of these
is calculated
constant
flm;
of ballast
flow.
the second is displacement-switch
control;
and the third
is rateof-ascent
switch
control.
(1)

constant

Flow

In the simplest
of the control
systems,
liquid
to flow continuously
through
an orifice
(Figure
This rata
is set to slightly
determined
rate.

SECTION

Figurs

6.

Orifice

for

fixed-rate

ballast
is allowed
8) at a preexceed the ex-

.

A-A

ballast

flow.

petted
loss of lift
of the balloon
due to leakage
and diffusion.
If this method
is successfully
used, the balloon
stays
full
because
the gas remaining
in it has less load to support.
Therefore,
the balloon
will
rise
slowly
as ballast
is dropped.
maintaining
equilibrium
between
the buoyancy
and the load.
In
the General
Mills
ZO-foot
balloon,
for example.
diffusion
losses
are about
200 grams per hour at altitudes
near 40,000
feet.
The
balloon
at its ceiling
of 40,000
feet with a 26-kilogram
payload rises
about 700 feet with each kilogrem
of ballast
dropped.
This means that such B balloon
using this
constant-flow
type
control
will
float
at e "u&ling"
which rises
at the rate of
about
140 feet
per ,hour.
Constant
flow was first
obtained
by
Due to
use of the manual ballast
valve
shown in Figure
9.
excessive
clogging
of this
valve,
caused by itsannular
ring
opening,
gate-type
valves
were tested.
and finally
the use of
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simple orifices
valve.

Figure
(2) Displaaement

of various

sires

9. Manual ballast

replaced

the manual ballast

valve.

Switch

The displaoement principle
in ballast
control has been used in
two different
types of valves.
The first
of these, called the
"automatio billlast
valve," used a needle valve,controlling
ballast
flow by an aneroid oapsule to which the needle was attached (Figure 10). The aneroid capsule ~8 open to the atmosphere on ascent; as the balloon began to descend to e region
of higher pressure, a minimum pressure switch was used to see1
off the capsule and further descent caused ballast
flow.
(For
details see Teohnical Report No. 1, Constant Level Balloon
Projeat, Research Division,
Colle e of Engineering,
New York
University,
New York, N.Y., 1948. 7
There are three undesirable features of this system. Greatest
is the effect of temperature changes on the air sealed in the
capsule.
Seal-off pressure acts 88 a datum plane.
Any inoreas~e from this pressure causes compression of the aneroid,
and ballast flows proportionally
to the difference
from sealoff pressure.
However, with changes of temperature of the
entrapped air, the activation
pressure of the valve changes,
the floating
level is thus also e function of temperature of
the gas in the aneroid.

Figure

10.

Automatic

ballast

valve.

The second undesirable
feature
of the automatic
ballast
valve
system is the lag induced
b:,; the use of B minimum pressure
switch
to seal off the aneroid
capsule.
This is in addition
to the lag of the aneroid
itself.
If B mercury
switch
is used,
the differential
between
minimum and seal-off
pressure
is about
8 millibars;
with a less dense liquid,
the operation
nil1
still
require
about a Z-millibar
difference.
If the sealing
is done
by a fixed
pressure
switch,it
is then necessary
to predict
the
altitude
to which the balloon
will
rise.
Failure
to reach
this
height
wotild leave the aneroid
open and useless.
Deliberate
under-estimation
of the ceiling
08uses a relatively
lorgperiod
of uncontrolled
slow descent
before
control
begins.
The third
unwanted
feature
is the waste of ballast
lDhich flows
during
both descent
and a6cer.t
of a balloon
whenever
it is
below the seal-off
elevation.
Since the balloon
is ILO longer
"heavy"
when its dcvmward motion
has been arrested,
flow
during
the return
to the datum plane
is,needlsss
and indeed
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will muse en overshoot,
lifting
gas.

hence the~eoessary

exhaust of some

The effeots of tempaxture
on the aneroid capsule of the automtic ballast valving system raeeliminated
by the uee of e
ballast
switch which use8 e vacuum-sealed aneroid, set to perEit ballast flow through II valve whenever the balloon is below
a given pressure altitude.
In this system the minimum pressure
switch and the lag caused by its ubeeie eliminated.
This displacement-switch
control has the disadwntage
that the flow
which it permits is not proportional
to the displacement of the
balloon below a datum plane but is constant through the valve.
Normally this flow is large to permit rapid restoration
of equiA second disadvantage is the requirement of batteries
librium.
to supply power to the electrically
operated valve.
However,
the adventage of eliminating
the tenperature effects on the
aneroid compensate for these two comparatively
minor disadvani
tages.
In praotice,
the displacement switch has consisted of e modified.
radiosonde modulator in which the standard commutator is replaced by a speck1 bar which is en insulator
above B certain
point and a conductor at lower levels (higher pressures).
When
the aneroid pen nrm is on the conducting section of the conmutator, a relay opens the ballast valve.
To prevent excessive
flow on ascent, the pen arm rides on ac insulated
shelf above
most of the contact segment of the commutator (Figure 11).

Figure

11.

Pressure diaplaaemnt

snitch.
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The pen,drops off the shelf at a safe distanoe below the expected pressure altitude
end ballast
then flows until the
pressure pen reaches the insulating
section of the comutator.
In order to prevent the.overshoot mentioned es one undesirable
feature of the automatio ballast
system, the high pressure
end of the insulator
may correspond to the expected maximum
altitude
of the balloon, any loss of lift
due to impurities
or escape of lifting
gas will cause the balloon to level off at
a ceiling within the ballast-dropping
range. Continued ballast
dropping will result in the rise of the balloon.
Thus, an overestimation
of the ceiling
is not as oritiocll
EM in the case of
the previous system.
(3) Rate-of-Ascent

Switch

With the displacament-switoh
control just described there remain the problems of ballast waste and balloon oscillation
resulting from discharge of ballast
during rises of the balloon
after a descent has been checked. To eliminate
this. a ballastcontrol switch acting on the rate of rise of the balloon is
put in series with the displacement switch to close the ballast
flow circuit
only when the balloon is coming down or floating
below pressure altitude.
When it is rising,
no ballast
flow is
permitted.
This 'rate-snitch"
is seen in Figure 12.

Figure

12.

Rate-of-ascent

switch.

A glass flask is open to atmospheric pressure through a fine
capillary
tube. With various rates of change of pressure,
various differential
pressures exist between the air in the
This pressure difference
controls
flask and the outside aif.
the level of liquid in a manometer switch, filled
with 24% hydrochloric acid.
When the internal
pressure is 0.2 mb more than
the ambient pressure. the switch opens and ballast
flow is stopped
level.
(The
even though the balloon may be below the floatin
switch is set so that a rate of change of .l mbBminute acting
for three or more minutes will open the switch.)
By thus restricting
flow when the balloon is rising,
balloon oscillations
are minimized and ballast
is conserved.
A sketch of this operation is shown a8 Figure 13.

Figure

13. Height-time
ballast control

curve, showing
action.

Since the rate switch is much more delicate
than the displacement switch, safety considerations
have caused the combined control to be supplemented by a pure displacement switch control.
In this, the ocnducting segment of the pressure modulator is
divided, and only a limited pressure height range (set for desired floating
level) is cohtrolled
by both switches in series.
If the rate switch is damaged at launching (by spilling
some of
its electrolyte,
for instance) or in flight
(perhaps by ewporation of the electrolyte)
and the balloon descends. simple
displacement control becomes effect when the high pressure
(lower altitude)se@ent
of the conductor is touohed by the pres-
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sure pen.

Figure

The mitch

14. Circuit
displacement

circuit

is 88811in Figure

14.

for ballast control with combined
and rate-of-ascent
switches.

Figure 15 is a theoretical
height-time
curve, showing %bhen
ballast would be dropped using such a control end the resulting balloon behavior.
During ascent the pressure pen is
kept off the commutator bar until Point lwhere it falls
onto the low-altitude
conducting segment. (The shelf has bean
set so that the pen will fell onto the low-altitude
segment in
order that a ballast
signal will be received for a shortperiod
of time, indicating
that the system is working properly.
The
balloon rises and ballast flows until the pressure pen reachea
Point 2, the beginning of the region xhere both switches in
series control the ballast.
As long as the balloon continues
Should the maximum altitude
be above
to rise, no flow occurs.
the control level , no ballast will flow u-?til the balloon descends to that point.
Then, with both controls operating, I&last
will flow only on the descending and floating
portions of the
flight
below cortrol
level.
A second course is illustrated,
wherein the rate-switch
has failed.
There the balloon descends to Point 2 and oscillates
about this level, as a result
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of displacement

Figure
(4) Rate-of-Descent

switch actions

15.

Theoretical

alone.

height-time

ourve.

Switch

It may at tines be desirable to control a balloon merely bya
This could be
switch activated at any given~ rate of descent.
accomplished merely bg- "reversing"
the rate-of-ascent
switch.
This type of control would prove to be quite difficult,
however,
for a constant level flight.
One flight,
No. 97. was made
using a type of rate-of-kcent
switch as shown in Figure 16. In
___-_--._--------7

Figure

16.

Rate-of-descent

switch.

this
switch
a circuit
is closed
when the rate of descent
ex'he record
of
allowing
ballast
to flow.
ceeds l/5 mb/minute,
Flight
97 indicates
that good control
was obtained
for B fourHowever,
the instrment
is so
hour period
using
this
mitch.
delicate
and susceptible
to temperature
effects
that
its us0 iS
not advised.
E.

Flight

Simulation

To make laboratory
tests
on the control
equipat
just
described,
a
flight-simulation
chamber has been built
combining
a bell
jar and a
A drawing
of the temperature
chamber designed
temperature
chamber.
(Investiand built
at New York University
is shown in Figure
17.

Figure

17.

Temperature

control

chamber.

gation
of commercially
sold chambers
showed that
the cost of purchasing
a temperature
chamber
of the size desired
would be prohibitive.)
First
designs
called
for the use of e freon
refrigerating
system;
however,
use of dry ice as a coolent
proved to be more advantageolis.
This chamber,
with
its automatic
control,
ten hold
temperatures
as high as +lOOoF and as low as -9OoF within
50for
a
period
of several
hours.
Dry ice consumption
at -6OoF is approximately
150 pounds for B 24-hour
period.
It
to

is possible,
using a bell
arrange
switches
80 that

jar for flight-similitude
the vacua
pump is turned
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studies,
off end on at

-

the same time that ballast
is normally required in flight.
'&is
system simulates the effect of rising and falling
in the atmosphere
and indicates the effectiveness
of the controls which have been applied.
In order to simulate flight,
it is necessary that three conditions
be maintiined within the system.
The first
is that a leak of air
into the bell jar is permitted at a rate of pressure increase which
has been observed during balloon descent. A large lag chamber is
connected into the bell jar to supply the second ccnditicn which
is a delay similar to that inherent in the control action on an actual
balloon flight.
It is aecessary to properly adjust the volme of
such a leg chamber to obtain the desired magnitude of control action.
A third requirement is that the response of the v8cuum pump must
correspond to that response which has been observed when 8 balloon
system drops ballast.
In order to measure this, the control mechanism
has been ellcwed not only to switch the vacuum pump on and
i'his
off but also to actuate the standard ballast-flow
equipment.
system may be adjusted so that the amount of pressure change which
a single period of pumping produces accurately
represents the amount
of ballast thrown off during flight.
The barogram shown in Figure 18 is en example of such a test.
On
this test the rate-of-ascent
ballast
switch was added to the displace-

Fhaht

Swnlhtude

Record

Of

Pressure

A- Dmplacement
Swtch
opsrotmg.
B- Dlspl. 8 Rata Of Ascsnt~
Swatches
Oparatq.

Figure

18.

Sample

barograph

record.

merit switch after the latter had operated for a period of six honrs.
'&he combination of the two is seen to have effected a reductior! in
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tic amplitude and frequency of oscillations
induced by the servo
systen.
In fact, under the influence of both controls,
oscilleticn
is almost undetectable.
As 8 consequence of st;ch tests, it is possible to predict the type,
size Andyfrequency of' oscillations
which the servo-control
equipment will introduce ir.to the balloon flight.
This is especially
significant
since it is known from flights
on which no control equipment was included that oscillations
do cccur naturally
within the
atmosphere, apparently as 8 result of vertical
cellular
comection
currents.
By 'mowledge of the frequexy
of oscillation
caused by
a Giver? control system it is possible to analyze oscillations
and determine which are caused by control and which are atnos1:herio.
l'ne
wiring diagan of the flight-similitude
system is .shm-n in Figure 19.
.

NOTES
0
0
@
@
@

Sigma Relay Type 5F
Rate Swdch - ED 48-115
Heavy

Duty Relay, Guardton Series 2OOdpst

Ballast Solenoid Valve - ED 49-2
Displacement
Switch- ED4B-I07

@ Auto Syphon
0 Counter
@ Pump Motor
Figure

19.

Wiring

diagram,
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flight-similitude

system.

The WCUUIS

Figure

system

20.

is

Physical

shown

in

layout,

Figure

20.

flight-similitude

system.

This equipment
has been used in testing
instruments
to be flom
and also equipment
which is used in the launching
and prepSratiOn
before
release.
For exmple,
the Du Pont S64 squibs,
which have
been used in conjunction
with the flight-terminetion
switches
and
also for severing
launching
lines,
were tested
in this
chamber and
found
to fail
when subjected
sim.ultareously,to
cold te!nperature
(-SOW)
and low pressures
(10 millibars)
although
tests
et either
low temperature
or low pressures
alone produced
no failures.
As a
the 559, has been produced
result
of these tests,
a new squib,
by Du Pont and is used in current
flights.
Other equipment
which has been tested
in the bell
jar ard ~the cold chenber
includes
the Lange barographs
and the Olland-cycle
pressure-measuring
instrunents.
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F.

Flight

Termination

Gear

The rate of descent when controlled
balloons are felling
after
exhausting all ballast
is sometimes as slow as 50 feet per minute.
This means that several hours might be required to fell through
increasing oonsiderably
the hazard
the lanes of aircraft
traffic,
To minimize this possibility,
to aircraft
(admittedly
very small).
units have been added to the flight
train to cause a rapid descent
after the balloon system has descended to 803118
critical
value, say
20,000
feet.
One such destruction
system, using a flight-termination
switch, is shown in Figure 21. It consists of a pressure-activated
switch, triggered on descent only, an explosive charge used to sever

Figure

21.

Flight

termination

equipment.

the main load line, a rip line attached to the balloon near the
equator and a snub line which takes up the strain after the load
has fallen a few feet.
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When the contact
is made, the load line
is cut and the entire
weight
of the dependent
equipment
is used to pull
cut a section
of
the balloon
wall.
Through
this
rupture,
the lifting
gas can escape, and the balloon
descends.
using the upper portion
as a parachute.
The rate of descent
has been observed
to vary from 600 to
1500 feet
per minute
when this
system is employed.
For some special
applications
it has been desirable
to cause the
balloon
to descend after
some predetermined
time.
instead
of waiting
for the descent
to air traffic
lanes.
In these cases,
a cloc'kwork
switch
has been used instead
of the pressure-activation
unit.
men
hocks are used they are kept free of lubricants
which will
freeze.
The best results
have been obtained
from the use of a Dew Corning
Silicone
(DC 701) diluted
with 3% kerosene.
If this
is not
it is better
to send up a clock without
8ny lubrication.
available,
Given relatively
loose mechanism
(a cheap alarm clock)
the differential
expansion
of parts
which
is encountered
at lcw temperatures
is apt to cause less trouble
than does the congealing
of standard
lubricants.
IV.

!&QJATId!iS

AND TKORETICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

Development
of a controlled
altitude
balloon
has led to investigation
of many theoretical
considerations
applicable
both directly
and indirectly
to the description
of variables
encountered
in balloon
control.
Some of these relationships
have been derived
directly
from standard
hydrodynamic
or thermodynamic
principles;
others
come from an empirical
study of results
of laboratory
tests
and actual
balloon
flights.
In
this
section
we will
investigate
these theoretical
considerations
and
endeavor
to correlate
them with actual
flight
results.
A mere simple
investigation
of the equations
necessary
for the launching
and tracking
of a controlled
altitude
balloon
is contained
in Part II of this
report,
"Operations."
We shall
first
consider
the relationships
elementary
characteristics
of non-extensible
which ere helpful
in carrying
out inflation
of such balloons.
Next,
we shall
discuss
involved
in balloon
flights.
A.

Floating

Altitude

and Altitude

which
aid in evaluating
the
balloon
flight
and those
and launching
operations
more complex
considerations

Sensitivity

To determine
the altitude
at which a non-extensible
balloon
will
float
we must consider
the weight
of the balloon
system,
the volume
of the bellcon,
and the densities
of the lifting
gas and the
air.
[If
the lifting
gas is 96% helium
(molecular
weight
4.50 lb./lb.
mol),
the lift
of a unit
of gas will
be 24.4 lb./lb.
mol.
Similarly,
if 98% hydrogen
were the lifting
gas, the lift
would be
26.6 lb./lb.
mol.]
By using
these three basic
parameters,
rre can
obtain
an expression
for the molar volume at which the balloon
will
float:
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(1)

Mv = Balloon

Volume x Gas Lift
Gross Load

[It may be noted
from this
equation
that a balloon
can float
at
molar volumes
less than that
computed
for maximum balloon
volume
However,
under these conditions
the
when it is not full).
(i A.,
balloon
would be in neutral
equilibrium.
since any vertical
force
would cause it to rise or fall
until
a force
in the opposite
direction
stopped
it.
This is also the case with
floating
extensible
balloons.1
To convert
from molar volume to equi.vRlent
altitude
we muvt kno%
the pressure-temperature
distribution
of the atmosphere
in which
the balloon
will
float.
Since it is difficult
to obtain
an
accurate
distribution
for each flight,
the atmospheric
model as
drawn up by NACA standards
has been used.
In general
the error
obtained
in using the h:ACA standard
is not great,
but if greater
refinement
is desired,
deta obtained
from averaged
radiosonde
observations
over a given launching
site
can be used.
From such knowledge
we may plot a curve
following
equation:

of the distribution
of molar volume

VS.

of pressure
and temperature.
altitude
by use of the

(2)
By use of such a plot we easily
find
the floating
altitude
of a
full
non-extersible
balloon
by use of equation
(1) to find molar
and then of the plot
of equation
(2) to find
altitude.
volume,
The two equations
have been combined
and graphed
in
an altitude
vs. gross load chart
with heiium
hs the
for various
balloon
sizes and verious
release
sites
"Operations"
section
of this
technical
report
(Part

the form of
lifting
gas
in the
II,
page 108).

For the KACA standard
atmosphere
we may derive
an equation
for altitude sensitivity
by use of the molar volume-altitude
relationship.
This is most easily
done by plotting
molar volume VS. altitude
on
semi-logarithmic
paper,
since
the curve of molar volume vs. altitude
from 40,000
to 105,000
feet
(where a oorstant
lapse rate of zero
is assumed)
is approximately
a straight
line
on semi-log
paper.
The general
form of the equation
for this
portion
of the atmosphere
is y = aebe where y is the molar volume and z the altitude.
It is possible
For example,
8359 ft3

= Molar

to determine
empirically
using
the molar volume at

volume

of air

at

standard

the constants
50,000
feet,

conditions

(273"K,

a and b.
we find
from
1 atm.

pressure)

the
for

equation
altitude

2500 ft.3/lb.~mol
= ee5Ob where 50 ia the expression
in thousands
of feet.
Similarly,
et 70,000
feetsob
6450
= ..7Ob,
and by solving
to eliminate
a, we find
2.50 = e
or 20b = .95, and the constant
b is equal
to .0475.
thus,
the
equation
may be written:
(3)

Y

y was originally
to:

a e .0475

=

defined

as the

Balloon
K
In

turn,

r=

in thousands
V4, the gross

0475

molar

volume.

Volume X 24.4
Gross Load

equal

’

(for

98% helium)

K
-W

i!

ae'

of feet.
load.

w

L

F;m

=

where z is the expression
for altitude
this relatiorebip,
we may solve for

K

-.9475

t

ae
(5)

I"(y)

-.0475

=

z

or:

(6)

Differentiating

In W + In-$
with

dz
m=-w

respect

= - .0475

z

to W:

21.052

ft
-K

where

W is

gross

load

in

Ne 888 that the value
of the constant
Q is unimportant
here,
and
the expression
is independent
of balloon
volwne,
as long as it
does not vary with
time.
Included
is the assumption
that
over
a
short
period
of tim
buoyancy
of liftirggas
does not change.
Thus, we have an expression
for A, the altitude
sensitivity,
which
is valid
between
40.000
and 105.000
feet.
Similarly,
it is possible
to evaluate
altitude
sensitivity
for operation
between
0 and 30,000
feet.
A in this
range is equal to 31,400
ft./lb.
V4
A plot
of altitude
sensitivity
against
load is shown on page 109
of the "Operations"
section
(Part
II of this
technical
report).
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lb.

We may use this equation to approximate the rise of a full
system when controlled
by overcompensated constant ballast

balloon
flow:

(8)
where z is the balloon ceiling,
of the balloon system.
B.

t is time,

and W is total

weight

Rate of Rise
The equation

of Clarke

and Korffr
F

jf

.

-

272

-

1%

G%

-

Clll
=ec

has been used to obtain the relationship
between rate of rise and
free lift
br excess buoyancy) for a balloon system of any given
For practical
use, the equation has been modified to:
weight.
(2)

!$

-

1466

F ‘12
s

where F is free lift
and G is gross lift

in pounds
in pounds.

Although this equation was derived for use with extensible
spherical
balloons,
it predicts closely the performance of non-extensible
balloons while they are rising to floating
level.
An average value
for the constant in equation .(2) from actual flights
is 1600 ft./min(lb.)1/6
The deviation from this relationship,
evidenced in several flights,
may be due to several variations
from the assumptions upon which
the equation is based. This deviation has in general been an increase of rate of rise of from 0 to 25% at higher altitudes.
To explain this increase. let us first
investigate
the changes
which may occur in the free lift.
If any gas leaves the balloon
because of leakage through the balloon or the appendix, the free
lift
will be reduced end the rate of rise will decreese (as it
does after the balloon is full end "levels off").
Therefore, this
variation
may be ruled out whenconsidering rise before the balloon
becomes full.
Free lift will vary with changes of temperature of the lifting
gas
with respect to the free-air
temperature.
A change of this sort can
be caused 6y acquisition
of superheat of the lifting
gas, or by
temperaturi, decrease or increase caused by adiabe,tic expansion or
aompression of the 1iftinR gas. (These items will be discussed later
in this report.)
Actwl
temperature measurements during rising
portions of flights
indicate that there is no appreciable tempera-
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ture difference
between the lifting
gas and free air.
Evidently
the~effect
of ventilation
as the balloon moves through the air
0812888the lifting
gas to remain at a temperature approximating
that of the air, and the increase of lift
due to temperature
variation
is small in magnitude.
Since changes in the value of free lift
appear incapable of causing
any appreciable increase in rate of rise, other possible variations
such as a ohange of the drag, or fluid friction.
effect must be
considered.
The equation of Korff is baseh upon the assumption that the effect
of the change in Reynolds number and the change in size are of equal
magnitude, but in opposite directions.
Therefore, these variables
are eliminated
to obtain the simple engineering formula of Korff.
With a non-extensible
balloon, however, the change of drag effect
is probably less than the effect of change of kynolds
number. Therefore, it is likely
that the rate of rise would increese with altiThe change in drag effect may be realized by e. decrease of
tude.
relative
size of the flabby. unfilled
portion of the balloon.
ThUS
there will be a decrease of the drag caused by flow of air past this
flabby portion as the shape of the balloon changes; the result will
be ar! increase in the rate of rise of the system.
C.

Superheat and Its Effects
The effect of the heetinc of lifting
gas by the sun's rays hes long
been of interest
to those using balloons for etmospherio investigation.
In cosmic-ray studies using freely extensible balloons,
this heating
effect was used to advertage in extending the length of flights.
These flights
were often released at night xsir.g the heat added at
sunrise to replenish lift
lost during the night by diffusion
and
leakage.
In constant-level
balloon work. using non-extensible
balloons,
the
effect of superheat of the lifting
gas is more often a disadventage
The disturbance of the flight
is not great when
than an advantage.
the gas acquires this superheat but rray be disastrous when the superheat is lost.
It is at this tine that B large amount of ballast
ia
required to keep the balloon system afloat.
Let us investigate
the effects of gain and loss of superheat on a
Xe shall try to explain these
full,
non-extensible
balloon.
effects in terms of percentage loss or gain of lift
of the balloon
system by use of simplified
engineering formulas.
First.
the
general formulas:
(1)

Lift:

L = v,(d,-d,$
vb = balloon
d,,dg=

density

, where
volume
of air

and liftirggas,

respectively

(2)

Density:
gas constant,
p, R,T = p=esSU=e, specific
tempersture of the air or lifting

(3)

Let:.

~JfJQ

and
gas

=a
(

Rg

Ma

>

At any two positions:

L, = Vs(d,, - dg,)
L,*

,

V (da,- dgo)

Investigating
the gain of superheat,
volume Vl = V2 and:
(4)

AL = L~-L,

since there is no change of

= V, (da, -da,-

dg,+dg,)

Assume now that the balloon carries no internal
pressure and that
the difference
in lift
does not cause the balloon system to pess
through any appreciable atmospheric pressure difference
(in the
case where the balloon is floating
at 40,000 ft. MSL a chac'&:e of
1000 ft.~ would be only 9 mb, or a 5% change).
Therefore:

Pa, = Pa&+=Pg, ,= Pgz’ P
also that initially
the air and lifting
gas are at the
same teT.perature and that the air passes through no appreciable
temperatire
change. Then:

Assume

To,= Ta,=Tgl=T’
Then, making use of our two assumptions
(2) into equation (4). we have:
AL

and;

r VP &--&-+-l
( a I
0 I

and substituting

g 92 RgTl

equation

(5)

or,

for

small

AL

B

L,=

-(I-B

temperature

TQ~-T,

1

Tg2

differences,

we have:

(6)
AL
-J&I)
L

With increasing
temperatures,
there will
be an unbalance
in the
direction
of greater
altitude.
While climbing
to a greater
altitude the belloon
will
valve
gas and come to equilibrium
at a new
level.
Thus the effect
of gain of superheat
with a full
nonextensible
balloon
will
be a slight'increese
of altitude.
Investigating
Last:

(7)

the

case

where

AL = V,(da,-

end since the
lifting
gas:

balloon

an initial

egain

volume

making

of

superheat

will

decrease

use of

with

(asawning
the

cooling

constantp)

assumptions

that:

PO, = PO*= Pg,= Pge= P
arid:

Tg, = T,,, = T,+=

Combining

AL=

equation

(2)

T2

and equatica

(7).

we have:

)I

V,

z v,
t

is

dg2) - VI (da,-dgl)

v, = v, JcS!Z
TSl
Therefore,

amount

A----+A
a 91 RgPTBl

Ro”T2

RgTg, 1

of

the

Then:

(9)

1-m

\

or for small tenpereture

‘a

differences:

+

(10)
the negative

’

-&W

sign indicating

a loss of lift.

From this equation we my approximate the amount of ballast required to compensate for the loss of superheat of the lifting
,gas.
It is apparent, then, thet the amount of superheat gained or lost
by a balloon's
gas is of extreme importance to the control of the
f'.ight.
For this reason a transparent film has B definite
advantage over a
For example. aluminum-coated fabric balloons
reflecting
fabrio.
floating
at 40,OCQ feet have exhibited lifting
gas superheat iz
the neighborhood of 400C.t Polyethylene balloons.
on the other
hand, show superheat of approximately
1OW under the same conditions.
Assuming B total weight of 30 kilograms in the balloon system, with
comp.3nsaticln
helium as the lifting
gas (- eW+
), the3 follming
at sunset, or when superheat is lbst, will be necessary:
Aluminized

fabric:

*(so)

+.

= 18.7%

Polyethylene*

AA +(E.&j
L

7

= 4.7%
25

*This will explein the rapid descent of flight
with febrio balloons and
will show the need for high 'rates of ballast
flow at sunset with polyethylene
balloon flights
(see Part III, "Summary of Flights,”
of this
report).
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This relationship
between
loss of lift
and loss of superheat
is
substantiated
by analysis
of Flight
94.
From the rate of descent
the unbalance
(using
the equation
of Clarke
and Korff,
see page 33)
Although
there was no
is in the neighborhood
of 5 kilograms.
temperature
measurement
on this
flight.
a previous
flight
of
this
type indicated
B superheat
of approximately
40cC.
By equation
(lo),
with .% gross loed of 52 kg.,
the unbalance
caused by loss
of all of this
superheat
would be 9.7 kg.
It is believed
that
ventilation
past the balloon.
during
a low velocity
descent
before
operation
of the ballast
mechanism
caused loss of superheat.
Since
this
loss caused greater
descent,
and thus more ventilation,
superheat was lost.
An enormous
rate of ballast
flow would have been
required
to check descent.
.

D.

Adiabatic

Lapse

Fate

One of the causes of temperature
difference
between
the lifting
gas
and free air during
rise
or descent
of balloon
systems
is the
difference
in lapse rates
of eir and the lifting
gas.
The adiabatic
lepse rate is that
temperature
change caused by adiabatic
expansion
or ccmpression
of a gas during
ascent
or descent
through
a
given verticsl
distance.
The actual
lapse rate
of the lifting
gas
is the adiabatic
lepse rate plus the effects
of conduction
and
radiation.
The adiabatic
lapse rate is defined
as:
LR

(1)

h

CP

where:

A =

2.39

C

;

specific

=

acceleration

P

B
In the

=

metric

system
LR

for

X 10” col/

erg

heat

constant

at

caused

helium,

=-980x

by gravity
Cp :

(

pressure

~9x10-3

1.25 &

= - l.67*C

I. 25

1:
/ km

or:

LR =
The adiabatic

lapse

LR
or:

LR

- ~570c/looo
rete

:

for

_ 980*

rir,

ft

(

cp

;

2.39X 10-31
0.239

= - 2~g80c/,ooo

-3R-

ft

0.23g&

ec /gm

_ g.8c.c,km

):

The actual atmospheric distribution,
however, does not indicate an
adiabatic lapse rate for air but rather a lapse rate which varies
For the troposphere the lapse rate of the atmosphere
with altitude.
It may be shcmn then that in the tropoaversges -1.98oC/1000 ft.
sphere a rising balloon will get warm with respect to the air
(neglecting ventilation
and radiation
effects)
at a rate of
In the tropopause the lapse rate of
1.98 - .57 = 1.41w/1000 ft.
Thus the lifting
gas (if helium) will
the atmosphere is zero.
a001 relative
to the air at e rate of .57%/1000 ft.
Similarly,
to the air
is plotted

in the stratosphere,
the lifting
gas will cool relative
at a rate of 2.24 t .57 = 2.81°C/1000 ft.
This effect
as Figure 22.

Figure

52. Lapse rate

of air

and helium.

Here, below point A, the lifting
gas will be warmer than the air.
Above point A, the lifting
gas will be cooler than 'the sir.
The
effect of this temperature difference
on the lift
(as showm in the
previous section) is approximately
AL= L fl
I
T (I-6)
Thus, as a balloon system passes through point A, it will have less
lift
than et release.
This effect has been observed on several
flights,
tiere a balloon system slowed down during ascect through
13tgmperature inversion.
Since the effect of the sun in heating the lifting
gas decreases
the effect of different
lapse rates, the effect is not as noticeable
during the day as at night.
At night the balloon system may pass
through an inversion,
lose its lift,
and remain at en altitude
much
below its estimated floeting
altitude
until wo-mad by the sun's rays
at sunrise.

!
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This effect adds to the stability
of stratospheric
balloon flights.
If II system in equilibrium
in the stratosphere were to lose lift
and descend, the compression of the gas would ceuee an increase
of the lifting
gas temperature relative
to the air temperature,
causing a decrease in unbalance.
Similarly,
an initial
unbalance causing rise of the system would
ceuse relative
cooling of the lifting
gas and thus again decrease
the unbalance.
Hence, the rate of rise or descent in the stretosphere willbe limited by the rate of heat exchange due to conduction ard radiation,
which will counteract this effect of
adiabatic heating or cooling.
Empirical
evidence indicates that there is a great deal more
stability
in a stratospheric
ballocm system then in e similar
system floating
in the troposphere.
This "adiabatic
stability"
is
e principal
reason for better performence of stretosphere flights.
E.

Diffusion

and Leakage of Liftin~g

The lifting

gas of e balloon

Gas

can be lost

by:

leakage through small holes in the fabric or filmi
solution,
migration and ewporetion
thmugh fabric or film;
true molecular diffusion
through openings, such es the
appendix opening.
(1) Leakage
Volumetric flow,Q,of
a gas through eny given opening in the
balloon surface may be evaluated as a function of the area of
the opening.A; the pressure head causing the flow,kaand B coefficient
Of
hahge,Cd.
(1)

Q =

C,jAm

tiere g is the acceleration
due to gravity

It would be difficult
to evaluate the amount and erea of holes
in the belloon surface.
Let us, then, compare 6he rate of
leakage at any given altitude
with leakage at se8 level, rather
than attempting to evaluate the leakage at a given altitude.
Firs$ we shall compare the rate of leakage of a full balloon
at any given altitude
with leakage of e full balloon et eee
level.
Let us assume that the area of any opening in the surface of the balloon does not wry with altitude
and that the
coefficient
of leakage is constant.
Thus:

(2)

O-6

where h is pressure head in
feet of lifting
gas

GO-

i

However:

h ~: b

(3)

x 144
dg

where Ap is the pressure
difference
is density
of lifting
gas
and d
tion
2)
and
equation
(3):
P

across
(lb./ft.3).

the

opening
Combining

(psi)
equa-

(4)

The pressure
difference
across
any given opening
can be ovalheight
above a known point
of zero pressure
uated
in terms of:
rate of pressure
change with altitude
of the atdifference;
mosphere
(which.
for em' small
section
of altitude
is assumed
to be constant);
and re'!:io of the demities
of air and the
lifting
gas.
Since the pressure
differeme
across
the appendix
opening
is zero this
is ok reference
point
for evaluating
height.
Figure
23 shms ~Lhis pressure
relationship
in graphic
form.

Figure

23.

Pressure

difference

mross

balloon.

This

relationship

is

expressed

as:

Ap =

(5)

air
where
e=%
1 Mg&Ma
gas and air, MPespectively.
Sincqfor
a full
balloon,
B (for
our discussion)
is

The mass rate
gas multiplied

of flow
by the

L

=

are

molecular

weights

At

is oonstant
a constant:

is equal
volumetric

Qdg

to

the
rate

oc

Since the number of openings
will
not
equation
(7) expresses
the relationship
from e full
balloon
for any altitude.
altitude
may be expressed
as a function
level:

As an example,
thrcugh
a full
100,000
feet.

(I-8)

at

density
of flow:

air

of

lifting

any altitude,

of

the

lifting

*g

change with
altitude,
for mass rata
of flow
The leakage
at any
of leelage
at sea

let us compere the leakage
rates
of a lifting
balloon
at sea level.
at 40,000
feet
and at

kltitude

(WJ*)air
0

dg

1
77

1013

40,000

1
in-

188
21BR

100,000

l&5

10.9
218R
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and

7

gas

Comparing rats
sea level:

of leakage at 40.000 feet with

leakage at

Comparing rate of leakage at 100,000 feet with
level:
-zLoo

Lo

-&.-.ggd

1013

leakage at sea

z 0.044

Therefore, if leakage of a full balloon at sea level is krown,
it is possible to compute theoretical
leakage at any altitude.
However, if it is not possible to completely inflate
e belloon
on the ground in order to make a sea level test (if lift
would
be great enough to rupture balloon or load limes), a method of
compa~ring full balloon leakage with partially
full ballcon
leakage must be found.
Let us a.ssume that it is possible to obtain results of a
leakage test for a balloon inflated
to a volume i of fullballoon volume. Again starting with equation (1):

He see the-t in this 08ce the total area of openings. A is
Therefore, we have:
constant
but i-s a function of volume.

(8)

not

0 oc Afi

We have shown that:

Since we are comparing partially
inflated
balloon
lealiege
at
ma level with fell balloon leakage at sea level the variable
in the above expression is At .
This is graphically
illustrated in Figure 24.

I

-

FULL

BALLOON

____-_-----_--_---__
z.---l--Ll--- z
------t-L
,i!!d
5-t
WOON

Figure
24.
partially

Comparison
and fully

Thus.

the

Since

the density
of
mass leekage

express

And then.
a balloon

( 12)

relationship

to compare
; full:

*FULL

of
mssure
head across
in F leted
balloons.

is:

the lifting
&Is:

leakage

L, = L+ot

gas

of a full

is

constant,

balloon

we my

with

leakage

then

of

Example:

If a 20-foot

diameter

balloon

&

full

were tested

at

888 level and found to have a leakege rate of 50 @'/hr. the
leakage rate of a full
20-foot balloon at me. level would be:

Lf

= 50~(10)~

The leakage of e full
this 08~8 would be:
Lf’

= 340%

IlO-foot

50+

diameter

[,0(s)“]%

balloon

= 7820

at sea level

in

GY/HR

Values for leakage at severa diffsrent
altitudes
for 20-foot
and 'IO-foot diameter ballcons.~assuming
a leakage of 50 gm/hr.
for a 20-foot balloon
L full at sea level are:
10

Another consideration
is that relationskip
expressed by the
kinetic
theory of gases regarding gases at low pressures.
The
kinetic
theory states that there is B molecular type of flow
across a thin diaphragm through openings whose dimnsions
are
of the order of the length of the mean free pth of the moleMess flow of the gas is then:
cules involved.
Lwhere

:

AP = is the pressure difference
A=

across the film

eree of the opening

dg = &nsity

of the gas in question

This relationship,
however, becomes valid only at extremely
low pressures, and when considering balloon systems at normal
floating
levels the more common fluid-flow
relationship
will
control the rate of loss of lift
through openings in the fila.
It would be of little
use then to investigate
further the leakage of gas through openings by mems of the relationships
involved in the kinetic
theory.

-

(2)

Solution,

Migration

and Evaporation

through

Film

A very slight
amount of lift
is lost
through
solution
of the
gas into the balloon
film,
migration
through
the film
and evaporntion
into the atiosphere.
Ihe rats
of this
type of diffusion
is B function
of the characteristics
of the lifting
gas and
the partial
pressure
involved.
Since the lifting
gas is
the partial
pressure
is merely
assumed to be very nearly
pure,
the pressure
of the a+anosphere
in which
the balloon
is floating.
This method of diffusion
need not be considered
when examining
the loss of a balloon's
lifting
gas since
it is of a
low enough value to be insignificant
as compared with
the loss
of gas by leakage
through
openings
in the film.
Tests have indicated
that
this
type of diffusion
through
.OOl"
polyethylene
has ~a value
of approximately
4 liters/meter2/day.
At sea level
this
is equivalent
to 5.32 gmjw.
for a ZO-foot
diameter
balloon.
At 40,000
feet
ELSL the value would be
approximately
1 gm/hr.
(3)

Diffusion

through

Appendix

difference
across
the
We have seen that
there
is no pressure
Therefore,
the
open appendix
of the balloon
during
floating.
loss of lifting
gas through
this
appendix
(except
when the
balloon
is rising
and gas is being valved
out of the appendix)
can be only by true
intermolecular
diffusion
of the gas into
The expression
the ainwsphere
and air into
the lifting
gas.
for loss of lifting
gas by diffusion
is similar
in form to the
expression
for transfer
of heat through
a given distance
by
conduction:

3~
-()d_Ndydx
dt
dz

(13)
where:

dN
dt-

time rate
of transfer
across
the area dydx

of molecules
in directianL

D = a coefficient
of diffusion.
viscosity
8r.d dersity
of
!t!!!!:

dz

dydx
Then,
state

since
that:

varietion
variation
= the

a molecule

of molecular
in directionz

differential
of

lifting

term

the

of

dependent
upon
gas involved
([).C!)

concentration
for

gas

r:ith

area.

gas has 8 given

weight,

we may
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i

dmre

K is a constant.

We may state
fer and area
the opening:

(15)

$=

the relationship
of the opening,

(13) in
assuming

terms of rate
of transdbl
to be constant
across

dz

-K,D%A

where:
mass transfer
iif=
A:

variation
in direction
nrea

of

of

lifting

gas

of concentration
4

of

liftinp

gas

of loss of
we moat:

lifting

gas

opening

In order,
then,
to deternine
the rate
by diffusion
through
the open eppendix
(a)

determine
diffusics

the relationship
D,and altitude

between
the coefficient
of
(or pressure
and temperature)

(b)

determine
the loss of lift
at any convenient
altitude

(c)

derive
e relationship
at any altitude.

by diffusion
(i.e.
at the

between

loss

at

through
ground)

the

ground

the

appendix

and

loss

However,
determination
of valid
relationships
to find
diffusion through
the eppendix
opening
would require
large
scale
laboratory
testing
and then tedious
derivation
of mathematical
It was deenred more
equations,
e study in research
in itself.
practical
to reduce or eliminate
this
type of loss of,lift
by reduction
of the area of the opening
by use of B relief
valve
system as explained
in Part II of this
report.
"Operations,"
pp. 8-14.
F.

Bursting

Pressure

end Appendix

Considerations

Bursting

pressure

of e bnlloon

ten

be ccnputed
for

(1) Ap=F
where :
-4-l-

failure

from
of the

the
fabric

equation:
or filn,

Ap =
Sf =,

bursting

pressure

(psi)

maximum allowable tensile stress of fabric
or film (psi) (for safety Sf'1/2
s ox
=maximum
stress
in
tension
7
Hhem Smax

t =

thiolmess

D=

balloon diameter

of fabric

or film

(in.)

(in.)

or:
(2)

Ap

=

for failure

%

of seams

where :
allowable
ss I maximum
(lb./in.)
Drballoon

diameter

tensile

strength

of seams

(in.)

In general, a balloon should be manufactured so that any failure
should occur first
in the fabric
or film and thus the tensile
stress of this fabric or film will be the factor in determining
pressure.

bursting

Since the non-extensible
balloons used in constant-level
work by
the N.Y.3. group have been of the open-appendix type, bursting
due to excessive super-pressure has not been a problem.
Strength
of the balloon must be considered, however, from the standpoints
of back pressure induced during rise of a full balloon and pressure
distribution
of the lifting
gas itself
inside of the balloon.
(1) Pressure Distribution

of Lifting

Gas

It was shown in the previous section that the pressure difference across any portion of the balloon surface may be equated:
(3)
A plot of Ap against AZ would then be a straight
line at
any given altitude.
~%axi.mumallowable balloon pressure-equation (l)--may be plotted as a function of At
, rather
than diameter for sny given horizontal
plane of the balloon
surface, Z . Using this relationship,
cutting any horizontal
planez-zacross
the balloon (Figure 25), the diameter of the
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balloon

at any point

d,= @)'-

L

t

my be expressed as:

(A*-

$)']"'

‘12
1

=2 DAz-A~
(4)
Therefore, maximum allowable
will be:

balloon

pressure

at my plane

2-z

(5)
Equation (5) my be plotted in terms of bursting ~pressure and At
for my given diameter balloon.
A straight
line through the
origin and tangent to the plot of Equation (5) will indicate
the maximum allowable(dp/df)qll(I-B)
for any given diameter balComparmg the maximum allowable (dp/dMl,,,
with B chart
lOOn.
of altitude
VS. pressure in the atmosphere will indicate the
minimum altitude
at which the balloon con be allowed to be full.
From m altitude-buoyancy
table for any given diameter balloon,
the maximum allowable buoyancy, or maximum allowable gas inflation
can be obtained.
Figure 26 is a plot of equations (3) and (5) for ,001" polyethylene (Sf=
900
psi
) balloons Of 20“ 30' and 70'
diameters.
2

Ap-

Fig. 26.
Relationship'd/bZ,

26.
Graph of

psi

Fig.

for balloon.
-49-

equations

(3) and (5).

We see that the maximum ellowable(dp/dr)~(I-6)
.OOl" thick
polyethylene
balloon
is 256x10-3
by (1-B) we have the maximum allowable:

(dp/dr),

= ‘T-“,:,c-’
= 20.7

= .300

x IO-3

= AZ

APE
at

the

point

Apta=
in

equation

ldp/dt),tl-

of

(5).

($$,,,

2tDAt

tangency

of

and

these

curves

of

slope

(DAZ

K
-AZL)‘/L

APES mAL

differentiating

with

(5b)

!&

(3b)

dp
zi

respect
_ E(D-2'z)e

tot

2 (DAE-AZ

= m

Figure

arid in equation
the line Appc =At

and:

(3a)

(T in

26):

= &)r*

kpXK

, the

APE=

due
and

- AWfi

we have:

(5a)

of failure
(3) and (5)

(I-8)

(%)73

mking

B) = m

the point
equations

4Sft

=

APTS

psi/ft-3

of 16,300
ft.
or a. gross
allowable
inflation
of a 30'
balloon
fron the stand-

mathematically
we may use

Apt

8 30' diameter,
. Dividing

mb/ft

This is comparable
to an altitude
buoyancy
of 450 lb.,
the maximum
diameter,
.OOl" thick
polyethylene
point
of pressure
distribution.
In order
to determine
to pressure
distribution
their
derivatives:

x 10

for

psi/ft

:

1

(3).

.rn

mekirg

Since

srd,

at

T,

sicce

(-),

i

(s),

:

m

(D-2Aii)
= - 5 (DAt-AZ*)3'*

et

T,

Apt3=

mAiiT =-

Ap,,

(D-2AZT)
(DAt,-AZ;)3'2

KfZ~

ar?d:

AZ,

=

(Dar,

= 2(DAZ,-AZ;)

(2A&-D)

Ai?

=$D

Then:

AP, =

K

(3 D*-

(I-B)

=

P.llov!sble:
!!e
6)2 air
For

the

exaqle

i

K

= s

D2)‘/2

K(2.$D-D)

16K

=3J5D*

2($D2-&D2)3’2

= *.+B

above,

D I 30’,

Sf= w

,

t = ,001 in.

IS.p.990.
=3Js
2

2

.O I
(30
-+- *I2 ‘(I -lO.l38)

,

B : -!#

= 0.138
(helium)

Then:

dp
(a >air
Allowable

This
Thus

thick
(2)

n

0.298

* lO-3

=

20.55

mb/ ft

Psi

psi/

/ ft

is comparable
to an eltitude
of approxii?etely
lL?.:OO ft.
the mexi.wm allowbla
buoyancy
for a 30' diameter.
.OOl'
polyethylene
bnlloor.
filled
with helium
is 440 lb.

Appendix-Cpening

Considerations

c.onst&nt-volume
As an open-apperdix,
1iftinG
gas will
expecd due to the

ballcon
decrease

ascends
the
in the pressnre

ft

Upon reaching
the altitude
at
of the surrounding
atmosphere.
v.kich it is full
it sill
still
have en unbalance
in the
direction
of ircrease
of altitude
due to the exces8 buoyancy
This uxbslance
is gradually
decreased
es the
ceu6ir.g
ascent.
balloon
rises
(with
a fixed
volume)
into less der.se eir.
Mee~nwhile
excess gas pressure
is relieved
by velving
gas through
the eppendix
until
the balloon
system is in a condition
of
equilibrium.
The porticn
of the nscent
after
the balloon
hes
become fill
is known as the 'levelir:g-off"
period.
The lifting
gas which is velvod
out through
the eppendix
will
cause e. "back pressure
' inside
of the balloon
which rust be
transferred
to the balloon
fabric
or film.
In other
vords,
there
must be a pressure
difference
across
the appendix
opening
during
this
period
to force
the excess
lifting
ge.s out of the
balloon.
Let us analyze
this
back
pressure
by the method
used
by Picerd.
Using
the rules
of subsonic
sercdynsmics,
Picard
suggests
that air at sea level
escaping
at 1333 ft/sec.
produces a beck pressure
of 1 atmosphere
and that back pressure
induced
is proportional
to the square of escape wlocity
of
the gas ard inversely
proportional
to the density
of the gas
escaping.
Volu~
of gas lost
in ascent
through
1 foot
is,
within
a reasonable
degree
of
accuracy:

Av
V~J
rZ=rdZ

a-T+AT
T

volume

(7)

a6cer.t

= belloon

P

= pressure

of

dp
ai
T

: pressure

change

the

of

escape

foot

in

free

air

of ascent

air

(psi)

vitb

increase
(oc

of

Z

( Psilft

abs.)

texpereture

this

(ft.3/ft.)

(ft.?)

of air

troposphere

V
27,800

B=

volume

= tenpsreture
= chap,+

AV

The velocity

(8)

in

per

V

AT
For

lost

during

relationship

will

rise

(oC)

reduce

g”
of cas,then:

v=dz.
v , J-Aa
dt 27,800
V

: velocity

of

escape

of

liftir::

gas

(ft./see.)

to:

>

-dr

:

Vdt
27806:
A,,

:

(ft./set.)

per foot of ascent

(ft.3/ft.)

area of appendix opening (ft.2)
caused by this

velocity:

AP

= (-&&

Ap

=

dg
- 14.7 dback pressure induced (psi)

v

=

velocity

dg

:

density of lifting
gas at altitude
of balloon (lb./ft.3)
density

%I, =

of escape of gas (ft./sea.)

of air

at sea level

=

pressure

1333

=

escape velocity
of air to produce back pressure
of 1 atmosphere at sea level ( ftlsec)

Ap

equation

=

of air st SBB level

(lb./ft.3)

14.7

or. combining

(10)

of ballcon

vollxne of gas lost

The back pressure

(9)

ascent velocity

(8) erd (9):

(

. ,4.7

As an example, let us
dinmeter belloon with
800 ft./minute.
as it
helium &I 30.006 ft.=

(psi)

-&
ho

psi

find the baok pressure induced in a 20'
a 1' diameter opening ascendtng st
beconles full at 30,000 ft. (density of
.#!Jj.m.
0.138 da0 )

Apz~&%~~%r:oo30
*+-,’
. 14.7 s 0.051=.275x
I 0-k
13332
It is to be noted that equation (5) can be a-rived at by ~01'8
siaple rsconstrvction
of the stendard equation for fluid flow:
(11)

cd Aa ‘&ii
volI.me rate of flow

cd =

8 cor.star:t of flow

(ft.3/sec.j

srce

h-

g

=

the

acceleration

Ad

:

area

of

the

h

=

head

of

fluid

of

gravity

opening

(ft./sec.i)

(ft.2)

causing

flow

(ft.)

, we have:

144Ap
%I

where

dg

is

From equation

dmsity
(7)

of the

lifting

gas

(lb./ft.3).

we have:

dV
dt=

de
dt

ft’/sec

27&

therefore:

(13)
Conparing
equal:

AP

= &

equations(10)

(’
and 43)

we see that

I

288g

+

Cd%

the

if

the

C;

value
for
appendix,

= 113.5 x 1om6 ft-secebn2

14.7
1333~ d,,

= 114.8 x IOm6 ft-sec2/ln2
(10)

and

equations

are

the relatively
Poe have:

I
288gC;

equations

psi

14.7
1333’ d a0

=

If we let
cd = ,975
a reasonable
low velocity
flow of g& through
the

Therefore,
changeable.

v
2
>
27800

(13)

are

equal

and

inter-

It may be noted
from equetions
(10) and (13) that
for any given
balloon,
appendix
area and balloor
volme
are fixed.
and the
related
variables
nre lifting
gas density,
rate
of rise,
and
allovable
beck pressure.
For my given allowable
back pressure
greater
rates
of rise 8re allamble
at higher
altitudes
(where
dg is lower).
Orce B floating
altitude
has been decided
upon or it has been
decided
to carry
P given
load 8s part
of the balloon
system,
we
can find E maxirrm
allowable
rate of rise.
We must consider
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the pressure
distribution
of the lifting
gas and the internal
back pressure
due to valving
gas.
To find maximum rates
of
ascent
for various
balloons
would necessitate
a complicated
series
of trial
and error
solution.
In general,
it has been
mom practical
to detenrine
a maximum rate of rise
for normal
operating
conditions
for any giver
size balloon
by findin~g
the
maximum alltible
rate
for the balloon
rising
to its
lowest
norm.1
operating
level
(i.e.,
we will
find
the maximum allowable
rate for the worst normal
operating
conditions
and consider
it a maximum for all norm1
operating
conditiona.)
Let us take the case of 8 20-foot
diameter
polyethylene
balloon
of .OOl" thickness.
Lowest normal
floating
altitude
is 20,000
ft.
Let us assume that
the balloofl
will
be full
end begin
MSL.
valvin
gas at 15.000
ft.
EL.
Assme
the appendix
diameter
Using equation
(1) to find maximum allowable
to be ;zf foot.
internal
pressure
end assuming
the critical
x-y plane to be Chat
of maximum diamter
AZ = D/2
, we have:

3sf.L.
,-,

APall.=

4(900/2)*.001
12.20

(Here we have introduced
a factor
instead
of 900 psi,
the ultimate
ethylene.)
Pressure
distribution:

back

rate

psi

3.38.10-•*.862

sf
of

=900/2
poly-

= .00291

psi

pr6ssure:

A pbp z Ap,,,, - AP,,
Wximum

,007~

of safety
by saying
strength
in tension

AP,/, = AZ 3 (I-B) = 9.
Allowable

=

of

rise

ustig

i$:JT
= 100.7
= 6000

= .0046

equation

( 27too

psi

(13);

Cd A,) f tlsec

ft/sec
ft/min

It is evident
from this
calculation
20-ft.
diameter
polyethylene
balloon
in bursting
unless
the
open appendix
not allowed
to escape.

that
the rats
of rise
of the
is not a critical
factor
becomes snarled
6xr.d gas is

Rate of rise and appendix
openin~gs are important
from the standpoint
of balloon
design.
For operatioml
reascr!~
it is important
In order
to mko xost efficient
to have a rapid
rate of rise.
usa,of
rmight,
the balloon
film
should be thin.
As mentioned
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in the preceding section on diffusion
and leakage the appendix
It can be seen that 8s WB make one
opening should be small.
of our conditions better, we must sacrifice
et least one of
the others.
Therefore, balloons must be designed oompromising
rate of rise, balloon thickness,
and appendix opening.
Methods
of decreasing the eppendix opening, except during the valving
of lifting
gas, are discussed in other sections of this techcical report.
In general they consist of means of applying
e delicate relief
valve, capable of opening to B lsrge area
with application
of only slight ir,tenral pressure. and also
closing, tight upon release of this internals pressure.
G.

A General Equat$,cm of Motion
If we collect
and relete the variables incidental
to balloon flight,
we may form a general equation of motion.
This is most easily expressed in terms of forces acting upon the balloon system. 'tie may
equate an acceleration
term plus a drag or friction
term against r
term to include all other forces:

(1)

m D’t

+

“(Dd

=

2 F

This is a differential
equation of a type common in mechanical vibration problems, and solution for the variable 2 would not be
difficult
if relationships
of the nany variables
included in the
the terms n end ZF were simple.
However. the complexit
balloon system introduces many terms as perts of n and fFof?*
We shall first
state the more complex form of equation (1) above
and then attempt la explain tte variables
included in each part of
the equation.
As will be shown. it is extremely difficult
to find
a complete solAion
of the equation since nmny of the variables
are in themselves extremely complex and at this time incapable of
acourate solution.
merefore,
our disoussion will be more of a
qualitative
rather than a quantitative
nature.
The general
(2)

force equation
+D’E

is:

+ G $A(D~

The force due tD acceleration
where:
w

=

0 =
D’+

=

-

V,,(P,-Pg’

-W

+ Fotm

F
A

weight

of the balloon

acceleration

systen

of gravity

acoeleration
at' the balloon system (nn
acceleration
in the direction
of greater
altitude
is corsidered positive.)
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1’
/
(This assmnes
The force due to friction
or drag F=C,$ADz
D
that there is no vertical
motion of the air in which the balloon
We shall later consider the case where an
system is floating.
atmospheric force is causing vertical
motion of the air.)
P E mass density of' the air
balloon system

surrounding

the

A

=

proJected area of the balloon
perpendicular
to the relative

Da

=

vertical
mlocity
of the balloon system
(Velocity
in the direction
of greater altitude
is considered positive.)

c, =

a coefficient
of drag, dependent on Reynolds
number NR: DrdP
where:
d : diamecr

on a plme
velocity

of sphere (ft.)

P E mass density of surrounding
fluid
lb. sec.?.
( ft.4
1
p = viscosity
of surrounding fluid

A plot of drag coefficient
shown in Figure 27.

Figure

e~:sizst

kynolda

27. Drag coefficient
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number for a sphere is

vs. Reynolds

Number.

for

sphere.

If * balloon is teardrop in shape rather than spherical,
the curve
would be modified 80 that the value of C,, for * given Rerolds
In this cese the sudden drop in
number would be lower.
8s Reynolds nwnber increases (the change from viscous to tutbulent
flow) would occur at * lower Reynolds number.
We have thus far in our discussion assumed that there is no vertical motion of the air surrounding the balloon system relative
to
the case
the coordinate t . However, this is not necessarily
under actual conditions.
In many instances vertical
air movement is
found in the a+mosphers.
Therefore, we must introduce * term to
allow for tkis vertical
air movement. In equation (2) this tern
1~8s indicated *s ?F,
, the external atmospheric force.
We may consider this vertical
air movgnent.in terms of a velocity DC.
Then the vertical
velocity
of the balloon system relative
to the
air surrounding the systsa will be the difference
between the velocity of the balloon relative
to the absolute altitude DZ and the
velocity
of the surrounding air relative
to the absolute altitude
This may be equated 8s Dr- D( , where Da and 06 *re both considered positive
in the direction
of increase of altitude.
The total

force due to the drag, or friction

due to buoyancy of the lifting
Vb=

GPg

balloon

gas FB : Vb (‘pa-pg)

volume (ft.3)

density of the air
(lb./ft.s)

This term my also be stated
where:

be:

except that now
between N, and C,mill
be those

The relationship
The force
where:

will

*s:

pa/g= pressure
specific

F
of air

and lifting

= “b (a
and lifting

gas constant

Ra,Rg

=

Ta,Tg

= temperature

of air

gas, respectively

-

Pp
RgTg

gas

of air and lifting

and lifting

)

gas

gas

The chenges that will take place in this expression *re those due
to 8. temperature difference
between the lifting
gas and the free
air, change in volume of the balloon due to loss of lifting
gas,
change of the ges constant of the lifting:
gas due to dilution
with
air, acd (in the c*se of * balloon that will hold *n internal
pressure)
pressure difference
between lifting
gas and surrounding air.
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Temperature effects were discussed previously
in tiis report.
Those discussions on superheat and adiabatic temperature change
In general, temperature of
will apply to the general equation.
the free air and lifting
gas can be measured to a fair degree of
accuraoy.
Balloon volume at any time is e function of original
full balloon
volume plus the summation of all the changes in volume due to pressure and temperature changes and loss of lifting
gas. It will
also be affected by loss or gain of air by the balloon through
The nondiffusion
end intake of air through the appendix.
extensible balloon will have a maximum volume and thus any changes
tending to increase the gas volume to a value greater than the
balloon volume will result in a wlvicg
of the .5xo*ss lifting
gas
into the air, or (in the case of a balloon which will carry internal pressure) a pressure increase of the lifting
gas.
It is for this reason that a non-extensible
balloon is said to be
in a state of stable equilibrium
in a direction
of greater sltitude when it is full.
Ecwever, in a direction
of lesser altitude,
and with the case of a ~rtially
full floeting
balloon,
the system
is in e state of neutral equilibrium.
Composition of the lifting
gas will change due to contamlnetion
of
the lifting
gas by the entry.&
eir into the balloon, either by the
flow of air through the appendix opening or by diffusion
of eir into
the balloon.
We may then modify our term for density of the lifting
gas to include a term for the pure gas and a texm for the contaminating
air.
Using the meth.od of pertial
volumes, we mey equate the density
of the lifting
gas at any time by:

P* =

where:

*g
“b

=

pressure of the lifting

i

total

volume of pure lifting

v,

volume of air

-

v,

= Vb,

gas in balloon

in balloon

Rg = specific

gas constant

of pure lifting

R, = specific

gas constant

of air

V
XP and 4.
“b

“b
vp t

gas ~0112~

VP =

VP:

Then, calling

lifting

gas

x*+

x,

i

I

)
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x0

(here we see that

w6 may equate:

gas

since

The equation

for the force due to buoyancy will

Fe 5 Vb [A%(i$
If the balloon is of the t$$ that will
Pa' PO . and we may state that:

Discussions
the section

-;e,l
car$

then become:

no internal

of the contamination of the lifting
on "Diffusion
and Leakage of Lifting

pressure

gas are included under
Gas" of this report.

'l'he weight
The force due to the weight of the system Fw=W
of the balloon system at any time is B function of the original
weight of the system plus the change of weight of the system. This
change in the weight of the system is caused by the loss of ballast
and the weight of the system et any time ( t):

= W,,- joAwb

Wt

where:

w. =

the original

weight

of the system

iAw,=
t.0

the sum bf all the losses of bellest
from
time at which Wz WO until the time t
+
The value of the term zOAWbdepends on the type of ballast
control.
With no ballast:

If a constant
where

t

and

$Awb
-0
ballast
flcnv is used:

iv
t

If a practical

rate of ballast
=

fixed

‘A

flow

elapsed time from

t:o

opening type or D&last
EAWb=
t.6
=

time

h

x

head of ballast

p'b =

viscosity

,+, =

dersity

-co-

A 1

above opening

of'ballast
of ballast

are* of opening

to

control

f ( t, h, pbq,,

t

=

Wt= W,

fluid
fluid

t=t

is used:

The ballast

flow at any time,

I!!!.

Cq,

dt

so that:

&AW,

=

/0

CF

t:

A,6$

t
C,pbAfi

df

is a coefficient
of discharge. dependent
upon Reynolds number of the flow through
the opening

and A are constants (if temperature
In this equation only@
effect on the opening A is neglected), pt, is dependent upon tenperature of the fluid and h is dependent upon the shape of the vessel
containing the fluid and time t.
If ballast

flow

is controlled

gp$

=

$*#

by atmospheric

tp>p

C

pressurei

with a fixed
(open-or-closed

valve opening
valve)

represents the time when atmos,-heric pressure is
where tP>&
greater than the pressure of control.
Here. again, dw
z= C+A@6
With ballast
flow proportional
to p-PC
:
i AW,, s

where:

44

dM

d&
If we include

a rate

d(g)

$ =‘P-p,)

tp,p

C

relationship
between rate of flow and
pressrire difference
( p-PC
) where p>pc
of pressure change control

He might also have a control that will
rate of pressure change such that:
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or a rate

of ascert

open or close a valve

on

of pressure

change

is the time during
which
pressure
change of
the balloon
is greater
than B design
value
causing
ballast
flow.

The general
equation,thsn,
indicates
the relationships
between
the variables
involved
in balloon
flight.
The discussions
in
"Equations
and Theoretical
Considerations,"
this
section
of the report,
attempt
to qualitatiwly
organize
the relationships
between
these
variables
in order that
a complete
overall
picture
of the aspects
of balloon
flight
can be formulated.
It should be stressed
that the theoretical
relationships
as stated
here do not lend themselves
to simple
insertion
into an overall
Rather,
solutions
,of n%yof
tie
equation
which is easily
solved.
At this
time it appears
in+
variables
are in themselves
complex.
practical
to delve too deeply
into
such matters
as "the variation
of diffusion
and leakage
through
various
types
of balloons
under
in the cl3ange of coefficient
of
different
conditions"
or "a study
drag on 8 balloon
system at all points
during
its flight."
It
haas been aore practical
to generally
state
the relationships
in
unsolved
form and concentrate
the experimental
portion
of the research
problem
on such netters
as actual
development
of balloon
controls.

v.

TFUMET!ZRING
A.

Infornetion

Transmitted

The need for a balloon-borne
transmitter
and some system of ground
receiving
and recording
was recognized
early
in the aork of the project.
The primary
objecti+e
of such telemetering
was to collect
data to evaluate
the altitude
controls
applied
to the balloon
system.
Pressure,
perhaps
the most inportar.t
data,
was measured
by
the use of radiosonde-type
aneroid
capsules.
A discussion
of the
pressure
modulators
used is given in the following
section.
A second use of air-borne
radio
direction-finding.
transmitter
can provide
a
a radio
compass,
or provide
muths of ground
receiving

transmitters
HBS to provide
a beacon for
With proper
equipment
a balloon-borne
signal
to guide an aircraft,
homing with
a position
"fix"
by the crossed
aeistations.

In addition
to these two very important
functions
of altitude
deterrrination
and positiocing,
telemetering
systems were used to
detect
and transmit
temperature
data and ballast
flow data.
ihe
equipment
used for these purposes
is described
below.
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B.

Transmitters
(1)

Used

'72~Megacycle

Radiosonde

Transrr.itter

(T-49)

The standard
T-49 transmitter
of the Axmy Weather
Service
was
first
used in projectrork,
with a modified
commutator
bar
switching
specially
coded resistors
into the circuit.
as the
balloon
passed from one critical
pressure
to another.
The
operating
characteristics
of this
transmitter
may be found
in
the following
publications:
T.B. Sig.
165, T.M. 11-2403,
T.M. K-2404
and the Weather
Equipment
Technician's
Manual.
The defects
which were encountered
in the use of this
trar.smitter
were principally
(1) relatively
short
range and (2)
unfitness
for direction-finding
using available
equipment.
Our experience
has been that
reception
from the T-49 transmitter
by standard
equipment
is not much ebove 80 miles
under
Khen flights
were made which traveled
many
good conditions.
times this
distances.
the inadequacy
of this
Qwwnitter
was
clearly
demonstrated.
The problem
of direction-finding
is of major importance
when
attempts
are made to position
snd track
the balloon
and its
equipment
train.
Since no standard
directional
receiver
equipment is available
for this
use with the T-49, this
transmitter
is of limited
value.
(2)

I

400~Megacycle

FN Transmitter

(T-69)

The T-49 transmitter
was abandoned
in favor
of the T-69 400-m
system as soon as ground
receiving
equipment
for the letter
was
available.
By using the directional
receiving
set SCR-658
with
the T-69 transmitter,
the problem
of direction-finding
and positioning
was attacked.
A second adwntage
enjoyed
by
this
system is the improved
range attainable.
Our experience
has been
can receive
a signal
up
that
the line-of-sight
blocking
by intervening
to increase
the erea of
"Radio Direction-Finding"
The operating
may be found

that
an SCR-658 set in good condition
to a range of 150 miles,
providing
tl-hnsmitter
is high enough to preclude
terrein.
The use of two or more sets
a tracking
net is discussed
under
below.

characteristics
of
in these publications:

the

T-69
T.B.

system and the
Sig. 165, T.X.

SCR-658
11-1158A.

as with
the T-49, by use of
Pressure
indicators
were obtained,
the modified
commutator
bar switching
specially
coded resistors
into the circuit
as the balloon
passed from one fixed
pressure
toarother.
A few special
tests
were made of a chronometric
system of pressure
modulation.
For a complete
discussion
of pressure
modulation
methods,
see Section
VI, A.
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(3)

Low-Frequency Transmitter

(AM-l)

A low-frequency transmitter
developed by the Electrical
Zngineering Department of New York University
was adapted to replace or supplement the T-49 and T-69 transmitters.
The
carrier frequencies used have been in the region 1 mc to
3 mo.
The schematic of this set is shown in Figure 28, as
operated at 3135 kc.
The output is e.pproximately 2 watts,
and a typical air-to-ground
range is 300 miles. although
reception of more than 450 miles has been attained by both
groxnd and air-borne receivers.

--

I

I
-I7

I

I

3.hS

3A5
Figure

20.

O

A-

Schematic diagram, U-1

transmitter.

Information
is introduced in B mamer
similar
to that
employed
in convectional
radiosonde transmitters:
resistances are
switched into the blocking-oscillator
grid circuit.
In the
case of presswre or ballast-count,
fixed resistors
causing
distinct
blocking frequencies are used; for temperature, the
switch introduces the thermistor
resistanctis.
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When this
transmitter
operates
8% R lower frequency,
sey
1746 kc, the standard
aircraft
radio
compass can be used to
find
the direction
to the transmitter.
b!o suitable
standard
equipment
for ground
direction-ficding
has been available
to
the project.
C.

Receivers

and Recorders

Used

For the T-49 and T-69 radiosonde
transmitters,
standard
groundstation
equipment
was used to receive
apd record
the signal.
An
appropriate
receiver
(National
110 for the T-49 and SCR-658 for the
T-69) feeds the signal
through
a frequency
meter and into
B Friez
With this
systen,
frequencies
between
recorder,
model AN/FM&10.
10 and 200 cycles
per second can be recorded.
When the Olland-Cycle
pressure
moduletor
is used,
(see Section
VI,
A.3) with low-frequency
pulses
indicating
the completion
of the pressure or reference
circuit.
a recorder
made by the Brush Development
Co. (Kodel
EiL 212) replaces
the Friez
recorder
and frequency
meter.
With the M-l
transmitter,
the usual ground
receiver
has been the
For aircraft
operation,
an
Hammarlund
Super-Pro
Kodel SP-400-X.
aircraft
radio
compass such as AH/m-?
is used.
D.

Batteries

Used

To extend
the life
of the
transmitters,
experimental
and wet cells.
A typical
was composed of:
B supply:

135V--1

A supply:

6V--1

C bias

sup&

batteries
used with
the T-49 and T-59
packs lhere developed
using both dry
"12-hour"
dry-cell
pack for the T-69

ee. BSOFL (especially
by Burgess
Battery
Co.)
XX30 in series--parallel
ea.

45V tap

Burgess
of

assfzbled
or 6 ea.

2F4 or 2 ea.

F4H in

for K.Y.P.
Burgess
parellel

BSOFL or XX30 assembly

Yiith an AU-1 transmitter,
the input
power required
is es follows:
"B' supply,
270 volts
at about 300 nillianperes;
rrain "A" supply,
12 volts
at 600 milliemperes;
and e separate
"A" supply
for the
The battery
pack
power amplifier,
1;~ volts
et 200 milli6mpere.s.
includes
8 Burgess
XX45 or Eveready
467 in series--paralleli
2 Burgess
4FH batteries
in parallel;
and one 4FH, respectively.
This pack lasts
about
20 hours in flight.
Also ircluded
in the
battery
container
were batteries
for suxiliery
functions
such as
Ollend-Cycle
or program-switch
motors,
bellast-control
relays.
and bring-down
mechanisms.
The problem
of operating
at cold temperature
was given much consideration.
Special
cold temperature
batteries
were tried
v;ith
insufficient
difference
in performance
to justify
the added expense
and difficulty
of procurement.
In addition,
it vas felt
that
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mass-production methods and quality control associated Kith standard dry batteries
gave greater assurance of satisfactory
prformence.
Subsequent measurements made of the temperature inside the transmitter battery pack showed that the temperature can be meinteined
above -lOoC if the transmitter
and batteries
ere housed in a box
This insulation
insulated with one-to two-inch walls of Styrcfoam.
even through long nighttime periods when no solar
is effective
heating is added.
One type of battery tested in flight
was a light-vieight
wet cell
(Burgess Type AM) of the "dunk" type, (magnesium + silver chloride).
These cells were vacuum-packed to provide indefinite
shelf-life.
Activeted by immersion in F;ater just before release, they w+re expected to produce a constant voltage over a period of 6 hours to
overcome cold temperatare effects.
Those units used proved to be
F'urtherrather unsatisfactory
and subject to erratic behavior.
more the cost of the cells was very great compared with ordinary
cells.
E.

Radio Direction-Ficding
For ground stations,
when the balloon-borne
transmitter
is a T-69,
the SCR-658 RDF set has been used. With such a set the radio signal ccn be picked up at distances up to 150 miles end good azimuth
bearing may be obteined (accurate to less than one degree).
Although
the elevation angle mey be obtained with equal accuracy wheE free
from distortion,
angles of less then 13 degrees 81-e usuelly affected
by ground rsflectior.
to such an extent as to render them valueless.
To extend the range over which such sets were effective,
two or more
usually were used, positioned along the expected trsck of the balloon
et intervals
of about 100 miles.
IVith two sets giving crossed szimuth "fixes"
the position me.y be determined.
If the elevation
angle is above 13 degrees, it is possible to fix the belloon with one
SCR-658 (aswming the pressure altitude
is krown).
For details of the maintenance and use of the SCR-658. see War Departmeat publication
T.K. ll-115EA.
When aircraft
are used to follow and position the balloon, the use
of a radio-compass is found t,o be feasible,
using the AK-1 trecsmitter at B frequency that is within the limits
of the con~psss reend flying along the indicated
ceiver . By homing on the sipal
bearing until the compass needle reverses, the balloon's position
may be found from initial
distances of up to 500 miles.
Fo eppreciable cone of silence has been observed in recent flights
which
used a transmitter
operating at 1746 kc.
Radio compass equipment,AX/AIN-7,is
publication
T. 0. 68-10.
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described

in U. S. A. A. F.

F.

Radar and Optical

Tracking

Because of their limited
range. ground radar sets and theodolites
Sets such as the
were only of minor value in tracking balloons.
SCR-564. the SPM-1. end MPS-6 are suggested when the belloon is
expected to remein within the 60 to 80 mile range.
VI.

INSTREGI?'l!LTION
A.

Altitude

Determination

To provide accurate, sensitive
and readable records of the pressure
(altitude)
encountered by the balloon, various systems have been,
tried.
A modified radiosonde-type
aneroid pressure capsule (Signal
Corps YL SlO-/) has been the basic sensing element. but three
different
system of modulation of the radio signal as a function
of pressure have been used.
(1) Standard Diamond-Himn
Seen in Figure
provided first
cumvcfl*

Radiosonde Pressure Modulator

29, the standard Diamond-Einman radiosonde system
As the pen arm is pushed
pressure sensor used.
-

mn

INllDlr.

CmwII
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Lit

Illllll LmnUT
lllllllllilll
C-TLTOI
“Tat0
zz
,__--__--I-I.~~~---_--_----~_~-Figure

29.

Schernatio diagram, Diamond-Hinmen
radiosonde system.

across the commutator by the aneroid capsule, it falls
on
alternating
iasulrtors
and conductors attached to three circuits.
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By knowing the altitude
switches from conductor
the

commutator

is

pressure values,

of release and counting the number of
to insulator,
the position
along the
This in turn
is calibrated
to give
known.
from which the altitude
may be computed.

This system was not suitable for floating
balloons because
(1) only 70 to 90 disorete contacts are provided to cover the
entire atmospheric pressure range; this means that the best
readability
obtainable with this system is about UO millibars.
(2) When the balloon oscillates
about a floating
level. the frequent changes from one contact to mother give ambiguous readings,
since the nmber of discrete resistances
used is limited.
For circuit
details of this unit, see T.B. Sig.
Weather Equipment Techniciafis &!anual.
(2) Specially

165 and the

Coded Radiosonde Modulators

To renove the ambiguity of altitudes
reported by the system
above, extra resistances were introduced into the circuits
of those contact6 near the floating
level; thus, each contact
gives e. distinctive
frequency and each pressure (altitude)
can be clearly distinguished.
In this system, there still
re.mins the lack of resolution
or
secsitivity
inherent in the modulator with 70 to 90 contacts.
(3) Olland-Cycle

Koduletor

To improve the sensitivity
of the pressure measurements, an
Olland-Cycle
(chronometric)
pressure modulator was developed.
Seer! in Figure 30. the modulator contains a standard Signal

Fipre

30.

Olland-Cycle
-6t?-

pressure modulator.

i

Corps l&-310/
radiosonde aneroid unit, a metal helix on a
rotating cylinder of insulating
material,
and a B-volt electric
motor which rotates the cylinder.
There are two contacting pens which ride OI? the cylinder and
complete the modulator circuit
of the transmitter
when they
touch the helix.
One pan is fixed in position and makes a oontaot at the same time in each revolution
of the helix.
This
contact is used as a reference point for measuring the speed
of rotation of the cylinder.
The time that the second pen (which
is linked directly
to the aneroid cell) makes contact with the
spiral,
is dependent on the cylinder
speed and on the pen
position tiich
is determined by the pressure.
By an evaluation
chart, the atmospheric pressure can be determined as a functibn
of the relative
position of the pressure contact as compared to
the reference, thus eliminating
all rotation
affects except shortterm motor speed flwtuations.
Tha operation of this unit is dercribed in detail
of this report, pages 64-63.
11, aOperations."

in Section

some of the units flown have been made in the shops &the
project, while others have been commercially supplied.
The
following
specifications
have been set up for performance of
the Olland-Cycle:
Pressure range* 1050 to 5 mb.
Temperature ranget +30°C to -3OoC
Aoouracy:
f0.2 mb.
Readability!
50.1 mb.
A number of tests have been made on the accuracy of the OllandCycle modulator.
The tests were of two types.
The first was
made running the unit at room temperature while the pressure
In the second, the pressure ?ras varied from
remained constant.
surface pressure to about 20 millibars
several time8 at diffIn tests of the first
type, the maximum
erent temperatures.
variation
of pressure for a given contact pen position 'MLs
1.3 millibars
in a series of 162 revolutions.
The most comprehensive tests of this &yps were made with two
Olland-Cycles
in the same bell jar running for three hours and
ten minutes.
Due to differenaes
in speed of revolution,
different numbers of revolutions
vrere recorded in the time interval,
136 being made by instrument No. L-416 and 161 by instrument Xo.
B-501. No. L-416 was made in the shops of the Reseamh Division and used a Brailsford
B-volt (1 rpm nominal speed) motor,
hard-rubber cylinder with 6 turns per inch of .OlO" niokel wire
h'o. B-501 was nade by Brailsford
on a $" aluminum plate base.
and Co. to Balloon Project speoifiaations.
I&had the same
6-volt motor, a paper base bakelite
cylinder with 6 turns per
inch of .OlO" nickel wire and was mounted on a l/16" sheet
aluminrrm frame.
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The following
statistics
were computed:

for a given pressure

(iOOl.8

N.Y.'J. Shop Model
L-416
on the
within
"
"
"
I,

mean
O.Y$
o.F$
0.3%
0.476
0.5%

Other conclusions

Brailsford
B-501

12.55
25 $
41.5%
62.5%
75 yi
95.6%

of mean
i
I1
"
"
"
"
"
arrived

at as 8 result

rriliibars)
Model

34 yl
50 %
70.5%
65.5%

of this

test

were:

(a) Since changes of speed of the motors did not occur simultaneously in the two instruments,
the speed changes probably
are not due to slight changes in pressure or tenperature.
(b) Sensitivity

varied

from 0.1 to 0.9 millibars.

(c) Sensitivity

increased

with

increase

of rate of pressure

chenge.

It was recommended es B result of these tests that the records
of flights
when the balloon is floating
be read to the nearest
two-terths
of 8 percent of a oycle,or approximately
two-tenths
when using the instrunents
of a millibar,
for high accuracy.
manufactured by Brnilsford
and Co., satisfactory
accuracy will
be attained,
if neoessary, when the record is read to the
nearest one-tenth of a percent of s cycle.
In the second group of tests the pressure 'ABS reduced slowly
to about 20 millibars
and increased to see-level pressure at
different
tenperafures.
The most comprehensive series of calibrations
was made with the
first
instrument made by Brailsford
and Co. l'wo runs were made
at room temperature (22'oc). one et -lWC, one at -30 to 37oc
and one at -56 to -62%.
On the last test at the lowest temperature, the unit was found to be completely unrelieble.
The
cause of failure was the erratiti motor operation at extremely
low temperatures.
'FAs had been observed previously
during
flights
when the Olland-Cycle was not thermally insulated.
The other curves were plotted on a single chart in order to
study their spread (see Figure 31).
The envelope of curves
thus obtained showed no regular temperature effect over the
range c2Z*C to -37%.
In general, the envelope was less than
10 millibars
wide although at some higher pressures it was as
much as 12 millibars
wide.
The cu-mss et low pressures fell
closest together end were all within 3 to 4 millibars
apart
botwo~en 50 and 150 millibars
and 6 millibars
apart between
150 to 200 millibars.
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55 60 65 70

Figure

31.

205
-mb-

215

225

Tests of Olland-Cycle

perforrr.p.nce.

Hysteresis at any one temperature was the worst serious 06~66
of the width of the envelope of curv66. However, this
6rror 1~6 minimised by the smoothness of the roteting cylinder
and the continuous motion of the cylinder under the contact
pen. Probably the necessary looseness of the bearings and
the joining to the motor gear train had 6 great deal to do with
the spread between different
celibrations.
The maximum variation
of any one celibration
was about *3 millibars.

curve from the

mean

The following
Olland-Cycle

recommendations are made for the us6 of the
modulator:

(a) 'fn6 modulator should be mounted inside the battery box and
insulated
so as to keep its temperature above -3O'C.
(b) During the rapid-rising
portion of the flight
the accuracy
of the det6 warrants reading only to the nearest on6 percent
of pressure.
of 6 cycle. or about one millibar
Tests on the sensitivity
of Olland-Cycle modulators indicate that although the accuracy is lilrited
6s indicated
above, rrmall variations
may be detected with the result
that it is valid to read the pr66sur6 record to the nearest
tenth of on6 percent of on6 revolution.

-?l-

When the Olland-Cyole principle
'RBS originally
adopted, both
clock! and electric
motors were considered for the power supply.
*In addition to the tenderxy of clocks to stop at cold temperatures due to freezing of lubricants
and unequal expansion of the
parts, the movement of the clockwork in discrete steps limits
the accuracy of sampling.
For these reasons, electric
motors
are preferred.
The motor now in use has been built
cifications:
(a) 6 to 7.5 volt

to meet the following

spe-

operation.

(b) 1 RPM gear train.
(c) 20 to 40 milliamperes

drain.

(d) Speed change et low temperature

to be no more than 20,%.

(e) Constancy of speed during any single
deviate by more than 0.356.

revolution

not to

To check the performance of these motors at cold temperatures.
a series of testswas run on the motors now in use with the
average case seen in Figure 32. The loss in RPMwas more than

Figure

32.

Speed tests

of Olland-Cycle

motors.

dealred, but the motors continued to operate at a steady rate.
As long 88 the speed of revolution
does not very markedly withIn early
in a single revolution,
the error is not serious.
flights
made at prolonged cold temperature, erratic
perforroaree
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of the motor-driven
units ?A8 observed; current
to provide adequate temperature insulation.

practice

is

(4) Barograph
As a secondary pressure unit, a clock-driven
barograph has been
included on ~manyflights.
Ihe instrument (shorn in Figure 33)

Figure

33.

Smoked drcm barogreph.

will provide up to 40 hours of pressure data if recovered.
About 7C$ of all those units flown to date have been recovered.
The perfommxe
specifications
are *s follows:
(a) Rotation:

one revolution

(b) Duration:

36 hours rmning

(c) Pressure range:

time

5 mb.

t5 mb.

(d) Accuracy:
(e) Readability:
(f) Weight:

500to

every 12 hours

1.0 mb. or approximately

-22 mm on the drum

1000 grams

(g) Time acouracy:

lC$

(h) Temperature compensation

between 30°C and -70°C

Instruments have been built by Lange Laboratories
to meet
these requirements (the time accuracy figure is questionablei

A descript'ion
"Operations,"
B.

of the use of this
of this report.

barograph is given in part

II,

Temperature Measurement
To interpret
some of the observed balloon behavior, a lmowledge
of the temperature of the gas and the outside sir temperature was
required.
Ihe evaluation
of "superheat" effects NBS accomplished
primsrily
by exposing a conventional
radiosonde thermistor
inside
the balloon with a control thermistor measuring the free-air
temperature.
Similsrly,
8 thermistor we6 sometimes installed
inside the
battery-pack
housing to measure the tempereture of the batteries.
While this system wee in use it was general practice to uee the
standard government service thermistors
ML 376/AM (brown) and
The white elements wre needed'when the exML 395/W+1
(white).
ternal temperature was measured, since no adequate protection
from
the sun was available.
Also, et floating
level there is no ventilation to be had since the belloon is stationary
with respect to
the air.
The resistance of the thermistors
was ewitched into th6 grid'circuit
of the blooking oscillator
of the AM-1 transmitter,
and by comperieon with pre-flight
aalibrations
the audio frequency trensmitted
could be interpreted
in terms of temperature.
To record the signal
after it wee received, a fast-speed Brush Co. Oscillograph Model EL212
is used. (Due to the frequency response of the Brush recording
system, the circuit
was arranged to give lower frequencies than 8
standard radiosonde for the se1118tempereture range.)
A sample oalibration chart is shown in.Figure
34.

Figure

34. Sexple calibration
chert for
temperature measurements.

The temperature data obtained ~86 of considerable value. especially
to determine the effect of insulation
of the battery pack. It was
found on mostflights
Hfisre reasonable thermal insulation
was applied
that the temperature of the peck remained above O'C after several
The extreme observed vms -1WC.
hours of exposure at nighttime.
Daytime flights
had the added advantage of heating from the sun.
The temperature of the lifting
gas at the ground ~a6 ordinarily
found to be somewhat below the temperature of the air.
This is due
to the extreme aooling encountered in the expansion of the compressed
gas as it was fed from the tanks into the balloon.
During the rising
period, in daytime, the gas gained heat, since it cools adiabatically
less rapidly
than does air (also less than the normal tropospheric
lapse rate); at the floating
level a differential
of about 10 C
was OOmon. A mica1
twperature
trace
is
shown
in Figure 35.
_-I

Figure

35.

@pica1

To permit the transmission
one radio channel, a peir
signed and flight
tested.

Figure 36.

temperature

record.

of both temperature and pressure data by
of programming switches have been deThe first
is the temperature switch (Figure

Temperature programming switch.
-75-

36,&

which switches four elements into the transmitter
circuit
in turn.
Recently a motor making five revolutions
per minute wee used eo
that eaoh temperature is transmitted
for three seconds. The four
elements are the free-air
temperature, the gee temperature, batterypack tempereture end a reference signal.
This switch is supplemented by a master program switch which alterrately
places the
temperature switch and the pressure modulator into the transmitter
circuit.
The present arrangement is to permit the temperstare data
to be transmitted
for about one minute in every fifteen.
In this
way representetive
temperature sampling may be obtained,without
materially
destroying the continuity
of the pressure and ballast
data.
A second system of determining temperature makes use of the smoked
drum of the barograph.
By edding a temperature-activated
pen, this
unit makes e record of the tempereture encountered.
Since it is net
the free-air
temperature nor the tempereture of the lifting
gas but
rather the temperature of the barograph itself,
the data obtained
haa been of little
value.
Follmving the development of suitable
tempereture telemetering
apparatus, this method was not used.
C.

Ballast

Metering

It is often very desirable to knowrti~ther or not ballast
control
equipment is operating properly
during flight
tests.
For this
purpose, two systems of ballast metering have been devised.
It is
possible (1) to record on an instrument which is balloon-borne
or
(2) to detect and telemeter information
to the ground concerning
ballast
flow.
Figure 37 shows the automatic siphon which has been used in the AM-1
transmitter
circuit
for the telemetering
of such information.
A
series of pulses of fixed frequency is transmitted
whenever the
contact arm of the automatic siphon is filled
above a critioal
level.
The electrolyte
used is non-miscible with the ballast
and
rises and falls in proportion to the rise and fall of the main arm
of the siphon.
This mein arm empties when epproximately
3.5 grams
of ballast have been allowed to flow into it.
As a consequence of
this intermit&t
filling
and emptying of the liner of the siphon,
an intermittent
signal of fixed frequency is transmitted
whenever
ballast is flowing steadily.
It is important that en electrolyte
be used Milch will not freeze et low atmospheric temperetures and
will not boil at the low pressurea enaouutered.
After a series of
tests it was decided that a 24% solution of hydrochloria
acid be
uaed for altitudes
up to 85.000 feet.
It is n*acessary to "88
platinum wire for the contact points.
In order to record in flight
the functioning
of the ballast
control
system a ballast
recording mechanism has been developed in oonjunction with the Lange laboratories
of Lexington, Kentucky.
This
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37.

SCALEISI

Automatic

siphon.

instrmwnt
has been added as e part of the ban-thermograph.
A
cutaway sketch of this ballast-recording
instrwnent is shown a8
Figure 38.

Figure

30.

Ballast-recording

meter.

Operation of the instrument may be described as follows:
The
instrument is inserted in the load line just above the ballast
assembly by attaohFng the load line to the upper ring (A) and the
rigging from the ballast assembly to the lower ring (B). A aantilever spring (F) is set into an adjustable base (X), whioh may be
adjusted for various empty ballast-assembly
weights by changing the
setting of the adjusting screw (L).
The lower ring is attached
to the aantilever
spring, but can be adjusted for different
ballast
weights by sliding along the spring (from G to Gl, for instance).
For light ballast weights the lower ring is moved away from the
base (9) (to the right on the diagram), and for heavy ballast weights
it is moved toward the base. Adjustments are made on the adjusting
screw (L) and the lower ring (G) before each flight
acoording
to the weights of the ballast
assembly and the ballast.
The cantilever
spring is attaahed to the connecting bar (E) at (H).
Thus the deflection
of the lower ring is transferred
through the
cantilever
spring to the connecting bar and then to the pen am
(C). which is pivoted about a fixed point (D). The deflection
is
reoorded by the pen on a rotating
smoked drum (B).
In order to
prevent the pen from going off the drwn, an adjustable
stop is set
at (J).
The unit should be calibrated
for maximum load (pen am at C ),
a medium load (pen arm at C) and minimum load (pen arm at CSf before
each flight.
A traoe of ballast
funotion will
start at the top of
the drum and as ballast
is discarded will fall toward the bottom
of the drum. By measuring the deflection
at any time and comparing
with the calibration,
the amount of ballast
left in the assembly
at any time can be determined.
Since this instrument is a part
of the baro-thermograph,
the traoe obtained upon recovery will contain
information
aoncerning altitude,
temperature, and ballast
functioning
over the complete flight.
After proper correction
for time displacement of the three pens has been made, the three types of information can be correlated to give a fairly
complete picture of
the balloon flight,
including reasons for various types of motion.
It is expected that this instrument will be extremely valuable in
determining ballast
control operation over a long period of time,
espeoially
after the balloon system is out of radio reoeption range.
It also will give information
that could not be obtained if there
were any failure
of the automatic siphon meter or the transmitter
during launching or flight.
The chief drawbaok of the instrument
is that information
is dependent on recovery.
At the time of writing
of this report the instrument has not been
flight
tested.
Preliminary
laboratory
tests indioate that the instrument will live up to the high expeotations placed upon it.
Since the instrument actually
records the tensile
force in the load
line during flight,
it may also be valuable in analysis of the acceleration
forces induoed during periods of balloon oscillation
in the atmosphere.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS
Considerable experimental work has been done in conjunotion with the
study of balloons and controls.
The description
of operating procedures and the use of specially
developed equipment is included in
Part II of this report, "Operations."
(bound separately).
A swmnary of the results of flights
nrtde to test equipment and controls
ir given in Part III, "Summary of Flights."
At this time the use of
thin polyethylene balloons with pmssum-activated
ballast
controls
has been demonstrated effectively
to meet the contract requirements.
Tests made on another contract have found controls consistently
active
over 24 hours with en average pressure constancy of f2 mb. at 200 mb.
Even greater ballast efficiency
has been found et higher altitudes
using
the same pressure-activated
controls.
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